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TOPIC INDEX—PROFESSIONAL
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290; 332; 378; 420; 464.
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August, Joseph, personality story:
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Automatic control for starting cam-

era & sound: 196.
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Blimps: 10
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'iBrodine, Norbsrt, personality story:

196.
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"Camera, automatic control for

starting: 196.

Camera equipment: 10.
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Printing: 8; 52; 100; 142; 197.
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Processing methods: 54.

“Process-Shot” Economy: 48.
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composite: 461.
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Rapid processing methods: 54; 98;
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Recording: 329.
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by: 53.
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240.
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Valentine, Joseph, personality story:
372.
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Why is a cameraman: 463.
Working conditions in London,

cinematographic: 241

TOPIC INDEX—AMATEUR
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Amateur filmers throng to Junior
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Animation with 8mm. cameras:
item, 121.

C

Camera angles: 262.
Cameraman’s life: 394.
Clouds roll by, making the: 344.
Color: 26; 212.
Color film, new: item, 218.
Color photography: item, 350.
Color, selections in: 306.
Contest of 1935: 24.

Continuity for Texas Centennial:
302.

Continuity from odd shots: 526.
Composition, using light to help:

71,

D

Design, harmony in: 29.

Detective work with movie camera:
530.

Developing: 260.
Document, filming an industrial:

263.

E

Editing: 167.
Editing cabinet: 120.
Editing—montage: 31; 117.
Editing “Anthony Adverse”: 345.
Editing in the camera: 305.
Effects (photographic) transitions—wipe-offs: 75.
Effects: double-exposure: 118.
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Exposure, interior: item, 121.
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older: item, 308.
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; device, new; item, 218.
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Gadgets: film viewer, 72; projec-
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Here’s How: 121; 169; 310.
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73.

Inserts, lens field for: 300.
Interior exposure: item, 121

K

Kodachrome trail, on the: 26.
Kodachrome speed: item, 396.
Kodachrome processing station,

new: item, 32.
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Laboratory, equipping clothes closet
for; 388.

Lamps, Dufaycolor: item; 396.
Lens field for inserts; 300.
Lens, new 8mm.: item; 76.

Lens, projector item: 121.
Lens; new: item, 350.
Light to help composition: 71.

Lighting; 27.
Lighting Units, home made; 525.
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Magazine, Eastman Cine Kodak:

item, 32.
Make-up: item, 169.
March of Time, making the; 214.
Micro-filming; 524.
Miniature shots, substandard: 216.
Mirror photography: item, 169.
Montage: 31 ; 117.
Movement, aid to continuity: 478.
Movement, film it the right way:

438.
Movie party; 258.

N

Newsreeling the Italo-Abyssinian
war: 395.

Newsreeling the Olympic Carnes:
432.

Newsreeling on a Presidential cam-
paign: 479.
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Printing: item, 310.
Prize winner, shooting an 8mm.:

115 .

Professionals on a holiday: 476.
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Projector cases: item, 264.
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method of: 260.

Reversal development of film,

home: item, 310.
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Screen: improved; item, 171.
Sea and sky with filters: 114.
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Slitter, 8 mm.: item; 308.
Sound and projection, 16 mm.; 70r
Sound cabinet: 120.
Sound: 391.
Sound on 16 mm.: 477.
Splicer, new film: item; 124.
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Tempo: 25.
Titler wipe-off; 30.
Titles, Trick; 522.
Travel: 348.
Travel, Africa: 436.
Travel, European notes for ama-
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347.
Transitions: 75.
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Tripod screen: item, 308.
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171; 218; 264; 308; 350;
Wipes; item, 121.
Wipe-off, fitler: 30.

396; 483.
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EYEMO BRINGS ’EM BACK

Ariel \"arges of Metrotone, Arthur Menken of Paramount, and
many others who under the greatest handicaps are sending back
newsreel films of Spain’s civil war are getting their front line

shots with Bell & Howell Eyemos. For this 35 mm. hand camera
excels in portability, versatility, and dependability.

The Eyemo offers you several models from which to choose—
each with practical features that bring back the negative just as

you want it. Speeds as low as 4 per second, ranging up to contin-

uous candid models that make progressive shots at shutter speeds

from 1/3C0 toi/iooo second. Three-lens turrets, permitting the use

of telephoto and wide angle lenses at the touch of the release.

For newsreel and expedition work, and for auxiliary use in the

studio, screw your Eyemo on the B & H tripod and use electric

motor drive. The head won’t “weave” in a strong wind, or even
when hand cranking. Panoraming and tilting mechanisms are

specially designed for professional work.
For full information on the Eyemo and its accessory equipment,

address

BELL & HOWELL CO.

f’-iW

I! n

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
716 N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood

11 West 42d St., New York
14 Great Castle Street, London, W. 1

f

FOR FINER RESULTS ....

-- ^ COOKE LENS
Today s modern Cooke lenses have kept up with the rapid

changes in emulsions and the perfection of color. W’hether

your camera will work with Super X today, bipack color

tomorrow, and something else the next day, your lens must
be corrected to give them all the finest possible color correc-

tion, as well as that knife-edge definition without which
the best photography goes muddv.

In Taylor-Hobson Cooke lenses. Bell & Howell offers lens

equipment second to none in speed (as fast as F 1.3) and in

definition and correction.

W rite for full information today on T-H Cooke F 2. Speed

Panchros, the 2.^4" F 1.3 Special Speed Panchro, the new
F x.S Panfos, and the Cooke Varo lens for zoom shots. For

your copy of a new illustrated circular, address

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
Chicago: 1848 Larchmont Ave. • New York: 1 1 West 42d St. • Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.

14 Great Castle Street, London, W. 1
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T
he AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for fhe

purpose of bringing into closer confederation

and cooperation all those leaders in the cinema-

tographic art and science whose aim is and ever

will be to strive for pre-eminence in artistic per-

fection and technical mastery of this art and science.

Its purpose is to further the artistic and scientific

advancement of the cinema and its allied crafts

through unceasing research and experimentation

as well as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more Intimate fellow-

ship. To this end Its membership is composed of the

outstanding cinematographers of the world with

Associate and Honorary memberships bestowed

upon those who, though not active cinematog-

raphers, are engaged none the less In kindred pur-

suits, and who have, by their achievements, con-

tributed outstandingly to the progress of cinema-

tography as an Art or as a Science. To further these

lofty aims and to fittingly chronicle the progress of

cinematography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, Is dedicated.
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Patent Troubles Seem To Be Brewing

F
ortunately the motion picture business

has been reasonably clear of patent litigation.

During the early days of the Industry when It was

controlled by the Motion Picture Patents Com-

pany there was considerable side stepping until

the courts stepped In and threw many of the

essential rights open to all comers.

Recently the major producers exchanged

patent privileges and pooled the rights they

controlled on background projection. A very

commendable move.

Now, according to minor rumblings, there

seems to be an agitation to foment litigation

on optical printing patents. What the claims

are based on we do not know. Where right

stands we do not know.

We are more Interested In the ethical aspect

of the whole patent situation. We are sure the

producers realize It Is cheaper to buy before

than pay through the courts afterwards. Fortu-

nately for the Industry we have not had many

unscrupulous producers or mechanics. Now and

then there have been claims of lifting design

and claiming the credit with the higher-ups.

Outside mechanics have submitted Ideas and

the Insiders have appropriated them as their

an

Editorial

own brain child. There are claimed to be cases

where a few have not had the courage to tell

the producer that the article Is Infringing be-

cause they were the ones who encouraged the

making of the Item In the first place.

The Iarge electric companies learned their

lesson a good many years ago to handle pat-

entable Items carefully. Recently an Inventor

wanted to submit an Item to one of these com-

panies. They Insisted that he submit his patent

papers before they would even look at It.

Sometimes a designer may Inadvertently Imi-

tate something he has seen, forgetting where

and when he saw It and believing he Imagined

the thing.

More care exercised by the designers, more

research will mean less trouble. Infringements

on a camera were recently settled, according to

report, by that studio buying several of the cam-

eras upon which they were Infringing.
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W HILE THE TWELVE months just closing brought

forth no technical development of o revolutionary

nature, they hove brought much that is of more

lasting value; detail improvements in materials, equipment

and methods which the industry con assimilate in its stride.

It is especially significant that during 1936 virtually every

studio began in some fashion the long-deferred task of re-

placing obsolescent equipment, much of which had been

in service since the coming of sound nearly a decade ago.

Heretofore, while more modern equipment was available,

the studios have seemed either unable or unwilling to in-

vest in it. This year they bought—in lots of a dozen

cameras here, two or three hundred lamps there, and a

half-score dollies elsewhere. It is an extremely healthy

sign.

Methods.

Throughout the industry, production-schedules have been

increased. More pictures are being made, and more money

spent on production, than in any year since the start of

the depression. In many quarters, too, there appears a

definite reaction against the ultra-cheap "Class B" pro-

duction. As regards specials, budgets have reached new

all-time highs, and more big, expensive pictures have

been made than have been in many years.

The much-heralded color "boom" did not materialize;

but in its place came a more fundamentally sound de-

velopment: the production of nearly a score of color feat-

ures, in several different processes, by both major and

independent producers. This permitted a more intelligent

exploration of the problems and possibilities of color than

could be possible in a wild, industry-wide scramble for

"something in color."

In all phases of the business—production, distribution

and exhibition—there have been fruitful moves toward

standardizing details of basic equipment and practices. A

more understanding cooperation between studios as to tech-

nical things is also evident.

Influence of Foreign Elements.

In this field, the influence has been primarily in the

opposite direction. A definitely increasing number of Hol-

lywood's outstanding technicians have been engaged by

foreign producers, especially in England. In that country,

too, more than a few American firms have established

either branches or Anglo-American subsidiary companies

to serve British producers. Notably among them are such

firms as Mole-Richardson, Technicolor, and others, who

have British affiliate companies, and the Dunning Process

Co., with a working agreement with the Humphries Labora-

tory making both Dunning Process shots and the new Dun-

ningcolor process availoble on both sides of the Atlantic.

Cinecolor, on the other hand, has established trans-Pacific

connections, with a color-laboratory in the Orient.

At least one American producer—Walter Wanger— is

planning to produce American productions in Italy, in

collaboration with the Italion Government. News reports

indicate that the Italians are planning a determined as-

sault on a place in the production sun.

Raw Materials.

Insofor as professional film is concerned, the improve-

ments have been largely in detail, and unpublicized. The

Agfa firm quietly introduced a new film bearing the old

name, "Superpan," but featuring increased speed and im-

proved fine-grain characteristics. Similarly, the same firm

has replaced its previous "Finopan" background-film with

a new emulsion of softer gradation, but the same name.

The Agfa Infra-Red sensitive film, recipient of an Acad-

Technica

emy technical award, has gained notably in popularity,

being used in every studio. Du Pont has made similar im-

provements in detail, but none of a revolutionary nature.

The Eastman forces report similarly, indicating that while

many detail improvements were made in all emulsions, only

one professional film was deemed sufficiently changed to

merit a new type classification. This is the "1357"

sound-recording positive, made for variable-area record-

ing by ultra-violet light. Under ordinary light, this emul-

sion shows little, if any change from the previous "1359"

type; but it has somewhat more sensitivity in the ultra-

violet region.

In substandard materials there has been considerably

more activity. Most notable, unquestionably, is the re-

markable popularity of Eastman's Kodachrome natural-

color film. Despite its greater cost, this film is proving

at least as popular as black-and-white (as judged by the

volume of both handled in Eastman processing-plants) .

In some districts, it is reported that 60% of the plant's

output is Kodachrome processing, with the remaining 40%
spread over all types of black-and-white.

During the year, a number of important advances have

been made in Kodachrome. Early in the year, a special

Kodachrome emulsion, known as "Type A," was developed

for use under incandescent lights. Soon after, both emul-

sions were made available for users of 8mm. cameras.

Early in the fall, improvements in processing, and also

in a new emulsion, increased the daylight-speed of the film

notably. For earlier emulsions, the Weston-speed rating

was increased by processing changes from 4 (15°

Scheiner) to 6 (17° Scheiner) . The new emulsion

("9120" and over) combined with the new processing,

raises the speed-rating to approximately 10 (19° Schein-

er) . At the same time, 35mm. Kodachrome for minioture

cameras (Leica, Contax, etc.) was made available.

In the substandard black-and-white field, Agfa also

introduced a new high-speed Panchromatic 16mm. film

known as "Hypan," and described as an intermediate be-

tween regular panchromatic and Superpan, at a price more

popular than that of Superpan.

Gevaert introduced its 16mm. reversal film to the Amer-

ican market, and is also manufacturing a low-cost pre-

split 8mm. film for the new Univex 8mm. camera.

Cameras.

The hoped-for noiseless camera did not put in an ap-

pearance during 1936, but a very welcome sign of prog-

ress was the fact that several studios in this country have

invested in new and modern camera equipments. Samuel

Goldwyn put a number of the de Luxe Mitchell "NC"
self-blimped cameras into service. Paramount is re-

equipping with the latest type of silenced Mitchells, 10
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Progress

in the Industry

During 1936

by

The Editors

of which ore going into service immediately. The De
Brie "Super-Porvo" camera, integrally blimped, made its

debut on actual production in Hollywood, though used for

some time in Europe, and in studios in New York, Detroit,

and elsewhere. Several hove been used on production at

the Twentieth-Century-Fox studio, and at Universal.

An interesting new color-camera was developed by the

Dunning Process Company. This camera uses two films,

side by side, passing through a double pilot-pin movement,
and receiving their images through a Harrison "Multi-

chrome" optical unit on the lens. This design eliminates

the loss of definition in the rear (red) negative, common
to bipack processes. The camera also incorporates a note-

worthy feature by which the filter-balance is controllable,

and may be adjusted by visual inspection through the

finder.

In the substandard field. Bell & Howell supplemented

their "Straight 8" Filmo camera (using pre-slit 8mm.
film) with a virtually identical model for standard 8mm.
The Eastman Kodak Company introduced an excellent

magazine-loading 16mm. camera embodying numerous

refinements. As this goes to press, home-movie making

is being brought to a vast new group with the introduction

of the Univex 8mm. camera. This will sell for approxim-

ately $12, and use pre-slit Gevaert 8mm. film retailing

at 60c per roll, with an additional charge of 30c for pro-

cessing. A similarly low-priced projector is also made,

bringing the cost of buying and operating a home-movie
outfit within the reach of thousands who previously could

not afford the hobby.

Accessories.

The Fearless Camera Company introduced a new cam-
era-dolly in which the features of both the crane-type

("Velocilator") and the turntable-type ( "Rotambulator"

)

are combined. In it a spring-counterbalanced crone arm
is mounted on a revolving turntable, which in turn is car-

ried on a four-wheeled chassis.

Emil Oster, Camera Executive at the Columbia Studio,

developed an accessory which should be invaluable for

high-speed camerawork. This is a motor-drive which

eliminates the complication and uncertainty of hand-

cranking a high-speed shot through a gear-box. The new
drive consists of a 110-Volt Universal series-wound motor

capable of speeds up to 1 2,000 rpm. This drives the

camera direct. The motor's speed is controlled by a re-

mote-control rheostat, and the camera speed is indicated

by a tachometer coupled between motor and camera. The
device permits operation by remote control at any speed

from 24 to 192 frames per second, and even at full speed

starts quickly and will pull a full 1 ,000-ft. roll of film

through the movement.

The Fried Camera Co. developed a special underwater

housing for the three-color Technicolor camera.

Several improved types of blimps hove been developed,

both by the studios themselves and by equipment firms.

The Raby blimp is gaining popularity, being used in many
studios. Specially modified Raby blimps are being ordered

in quantity to house Paramount's new Mitchell cameras.

During the year the new Photoscop was brought into

the American market. This electric photo meter by an

arrangement of pre-setting both film speed and shutter

speed gives a direct lens reading.

Lenses.

An outstanding special-purpose development is a uni-

versal-focus lens-mount developed by Hoi Mohr, A.S.C.

This makes use of a standard Leica "Summar" lens, which

is mounted in a ball-and-split-socket mount so that the

lens may be rotated about its optical centre, or nodal

point. In use, this permits an effect similar to that ob-

tained with a swing-back "still" camera; i.e., altering the

plane of focus from a plane at right angles to the optical

centre-line of the camera to a diagonal position relative

to the camera. This gives an effect of universal focus

along this diagonal plane, though the focus drops off nor-

mally on both sides thereof.

Lighting.

The trend to lower levels of illumination, and fewer

lighting units still continues. This is porticularly notice-

able in Technicolor cinematography, and is attributable

alike to improvements in the process itself; more efficient

beam-distribution on the part of the new H.l. Arc spot-

lighting units; and to increasing familiarity with the pro-

cess.

Mole-Richardson introduced several new Fresnel-lensed

lamps in both the Incandescent and the Arc types. These

include the (incandescent) "Senior Solarspot," a 5,000-

Watt unit; the "Ultra H.l.Arc," a 150-Ampere high

intensity unit; and the "Type 60," a small 60-Am-
pere arc said to outperform the older 80-Ampere rotaries.

The Fresnel-lensed "Solorspots" came into general use in

every studio. Twentieth-Century-Fox announced a program

of completely replacing reflector lamps with these new
units.

A new Photoflood globe, known os the "No. 2 Photo-

flood," was introduced by General Electric. It is rated

at twice the intensity of the familiar No. 1 Photoflood,

and has burning life of six hours.

Special-process Cinematography.

The outstanding development in this field was legal,

rather than technical. It was a cross-licensing agreement

by which the major producers arranged to effectively pool

all existing patents relating to special-process cinematog-

raphy, and provide for licensing under future patents. A
provision is also made by which non-members of the

agreement, such as Independent producers, industrial

studios, etc., may obtain licenses. This move quashed an

Continued on page 510
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Rhythmic Optical Effects for Musica

PicturesA3GUT A DOZEN years ago, the Russians developed

3 technique of rhythmic cutting which they termed

'Montage.'' It was simply the basic silent-picture

cutting technique developed to accent rhythm—but it was

most effective. Here in America, we added to this tech-

nique the special effects obtainable through optical print-

ing, and made it a part of our own pictures. When sound

came we synchronized music sound-effects to the rhythm

of the montage, and found a new means of expressiveness.

In these applications, especially when used in dramatic

pictures, the relationship between the musical and visual

rhythms must of necessity be extremely subtle. In the

actor's phrase, the trick must be "underplayed" if it is

not to disturb the dramatic values of the story.

During the last three or four years, however, the search

for novelty in musical films has led to a new use of this

eye-and-ear rhythm wherein the rhythm is deliberately

accented to heighten both the effect of rhythm and the

effect of novelty. Here, filmic and musical rhythm is

stressed—exaggerated—until it is obvious; a "montage in

swing-time," as it were.

This newer use of rhythmic technique would be virtual-

ly impossible without today's optical-printing technique.

Dramatic montages would still be possible without the

optical printer; in some cases they might even be better

if the cutter's shears was the only available tool. But

music-film rhythm tricks have from their inception been

based on optical printing, and especially on novelty optical

transitions. It is a source of great gratification to me
that the RKO Special Effects staff, and particularly Optic-

al-printer expert Lynn Dunn, have been the pioneers in

this field. This first hint of this new technique occurred

about four years ago, in a little musical short entitled

"So This is Harris." This was simply an experiment in

synchronizing trick optical transitions with accentuated

musical rhythms; but it received an unusual response from

the press and public. Literally, it was the starting-point

of the modern musical.

There followed "Melody Cruise," the first musical feat-

ure made with this technique. It was, as one critic ex-

pressed it, "a rhapsody for optical printer, accompanied by

Charlie Ruggles." Next came "Flying Down to Rio,"

which really introduced both Fred Astaire and the modern

concept of a music-film. From it, the chain of Astaire

musicals grew, each of which has made a more compre-

hensive use of optico-rhythmic trickery than its predeces-

sor. So far, the culmination of this development has been

the "shadow-dance" ('Bojangles of Harlem') number in

"Swing Time," which many critics have termed the high-

spot of the picture.

While space does not permit a full analysis of the de-

velopment of this technique, it may be mentioned that

at first all that was attempted was a single transition, ac-

companied by proper musical effects. For instance, in

one of these earlier films a polka-dot transition was used,

in which the new scene appeared in a number of irregu-

larly spaced round patches an the old one, to a tinkling

musical accompaniment that struck a note at the appear-

ance of each circle. From this, things have progressed

until now we often plan a whole dance or song sequence

as a unit, with action, music, and "wipes" in perfect.

by

Vernon L Walker, A.S.C.
Chief of Camera Effemts, RKO Studio.

highly rhythmic synchronism. Optial tricks are also used,

as in the shadow dance, as a basic part of an apparently

straightforward scene, to create novel effects.

This technique requires special planning, of course, and
often special techniques and equipment. In an ordinary

dramatic montage, we generally produce the visual effect

first, and let the musicians devise the sound and music

accompaniment afterwards. In a musical, this must be

reversed. The music is written first, and we must pat-

tern our optical treatment to coordinate with it. This

usually begins in a serious "story conference" between

Director, writers, and special-effects staff. Ideas are sug-

gested, changed, revised and revamped; by the time the

shot is completed, no one man can take full credit for

the idea, though Lynn Dunn, as the optical printer expert,

usually deserves credit for the actual execution of the

shot.

In some instances, the finished shot may be a composite

assembled by means of several different trick processes.

For instance, in one picture we had a song-sequence in

which the scene behind the singer changed several times

to show what he was singing about. These backgrounds

were made by straightforward photography. Then they

were joined together with effectively rhythmic optical

wipes, on the optical printer. Finally, they were placed

behind the singer by the familiar projection-backgraund

process. Some of the background-shots, if I recall aright,

also contained miniatures, and the scene as a whole was

bound to the rest of the picture with optical wipes.

A virtually unlimited range of possibilities for rhythmic

wipes can be made by combining moving film-mattes with

ingenuity in an optical printer. A dripping wipe, for in-

stance, or a revolving one, is not only unusual on the

screen, but effective when set to music. The "turn-

over" transitions used in "Flying Down to Rio" for intro-

ducing the characters can also be played rhythmically, as

can the "card" wipe introduced in the same picture. Some

of these require special optical printer attachments, such

as a means for moving the printing-head, special moving

mechanical mattes, and so on.

The "shadow dance" number required the use of a

somewhat complicated system of optical printing, in which

two or more printer-heads are used in connection with a

single camera-head and a partially-reflecting mirror. In

making this shot, we photographed the shadows before

we photographed the figure that apparently cast them.

Continued on page 514
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Showing some of the principal lights tor a color “set-up.” Tony Caudio in light sunshade under camera.

Lighting Color on

I

HAVE JUST finished photographing a Technicolor fea-

ture on almost exactly the same schedule that would
have been allowed for the same job in black-and-

white. We made "God's Country and the Woman" in

exactly 59 shooting days, which included a long and
strenuous location trip to northern Washington.

In the studio, we made our interiors almost exactly the

way we would have done them in monochrome. Unit for

unit, I did not change my lighting a bit for color. The
only concession I made to the three-color camera was
that where, in black-and-white, I would ordinarily use a

"broad" or a "rifle" for generol lighting, I substituted a

Side Arc; and where I would use a "Junior Solarspot" for

spotlighting black-and-white, I used a "H.l. Arc" for

color. The arc units radiate a more intense light, it is

true: but the increase is not so great that I'd be afraid

to step into the same set with a black-and-white camera,
and guarantee equally good monochrome photography.

The electrical load was undoubtedi increased—but not

enough to moke the studio's financial men shake their

heads.

All of this was an amazing change from the conditions

I encountered seven years ago when I photographed "On
With the Show," the first "all-talkie" musical in color.

a Bldck-and-White

Schedule

by

Gaetano Gaudio, A.S.C.

In those days, everything was a problem. Certain colors

had to be avoided, since the process wouldn't reproduce

them; others had ta be achieved by showing the camera

an entirely different tone. Make-up was unbelievably

unnatural. But the biggest problem was lighting. The
two-color Technicolor of those old days demanded an un-

believable amount of light. To make matters worse, we
had only the old, inefficient '"broadsides" and Sun Arcs.

They were noisy. They flickered badly, often ruining our

best "takes." And they threw very unsatisfactory beams.

Today, things are different. On "God's Country and

the Woman" I used about one-third less light than I did

Continued on page 512
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Henry
Sharp
A.S.C.

I

F YOU WERE to ask of Henry Sharp, A. S. C., what he

considers the paramount premise of cinematographic

compositions—and there's no good reason why you

shouldn't—he will immediately and enthusiastically sum

it up in the one word Simplicity.

If pressed, he will expand in Websterian definitiveness

and particularize that, to him, pictures flowing from his

cameras should be sincere, natural, intelligible, clear and

devoid of excessive or artificial ornament.

He stresses a straight-forward, comprehensible recita-

tion of pictorial story uncluttered with extraneous and

irrelevant matter.

Candidly, he confesses to having come under the in-

fluence of several of his immediate circle of friends. They

are theater owners. Close to the picture pulse of the

public, these exhibitors are reliable barometers of audi-

ence preferences. They are constantly reporting to Sharp

that the cash customers look for two prime factors in their

screen amusement—Star and Story.

In their entertainment-seeking minds, audiences prefer

films that unfold engaging story development in style that

can be followed without undue mental effort.

Tempo of current film construction is rapid. Scenes

flow across the screen in speedy order. Fast, vivid cuts are

The Dignity

of Cinematographic

Simplicity

by

Harry Burdicic

prevailing practice. These scenes flow past the audience

eye. There is no time for elaborate and detailed observa-

tion of miscellaneous detail. There is time only for a

desired impression to be obtained. This means bold strokes,

emphasis on major items.

Why then, asks Sharp, present a family living room as

a display room of a furniture maker? Such multipicity of

scene embellishment serves only to detract interest away
from the salient story.

Not that he suggests returning to two-wall sets and
painted back-drops. Not at all. The most lavish pro-

duction lends itself to his underlying trend of technique.

Audiences look for quality in production. But seven

chairs, as instance, of vague and assorted antecedents do

not necessarily imply the tone afforded by a single chair

of charm and dignity.

There is character in line and dignity in simplicity. Nur-

tured to suitable length it can be awe-inspiring in

appeal. Sharp cites the noted granite shaft honoring

George Washington in the nation's capital. Surely, it

would not be the more impressive were it engraved with

whirligigs, scrolls and geegaws.

The old school of painters, the Old Masters, knew the

untiring charm of this technique. One can sit and gaze

for hours at their works in Old World galleries,' every

minute bringing new discoveries of story told in simple line

and color. Yet the most hurried glance captures the spirit

imbued to the canvas.

It is reverse to the blatantly dressed woman whose fur-

belows blind possible admirers to the wearer's personality.

Sharp gains these cinematographic effects by scrupulous

elimination of disturbing and detouring detail. Keen con-

sideration for composition along sound and recognized

artistic bases. Adroit italicizing by light of dominant

motivation, with detail falling away to subordinate shadow.

Sharp subscribes to the old-fashioned notion that mo-

tion pictures should move—that story should be revealed

so far as possible by visual movement on the screen.

Theoretically at least, he holds, the picture of itself if

stripped of its sound track should tell an understandable

and audience-holding tale. This, he maintains, is still

the picture business.

On such a substantial picture base, dialogue, sound and

music can be erected as superstructures to top off the

Continued on page 513
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Editor's Note; We offer this theory on Third Dimension pictures
for those who are experimenting with this sort of photography.
The author does not make extravagant claims for it, but presents
it to those other experimenters for what it is worth. Seemingly
he has patented some phases of it. Expositions of this nature are
interesting to those thinking along the same line. We know that
third dimension in pictures would be a more important advance
than color.

N
O VISUAL APPARATUS is required by the audi-

ence to obtain the effect of depth in o theatre. A
recent demonstration was given at my home. Some

of the scenes showed o true depth—such depth os could be

seen in o stereoscope. In the "Bridgeport Sunday Post"

paper of August 23rd also o few words were mentioned os

o third dimension lens in the "Film Doily" of August 26th.

This invention is now patent pending. A person will see

the third dimensional effect with two eyes or one eye, no

aid to the eye is necessary.

Many attempts hove heretofore been mode in the field,

particularly of motion pictures, to solve satisfactorily the

problem of obtaining o stereoscopic effect to the screen.

Left and right eye or angle images hove been used. Ac-

cording to the present invention, the problem is solved

according to another theory. This theory, the correct-

ness of which I hove demonstrated in practice, is that if

any object in o field of view is viewed when x-feet dis-

F 1

Experimenting with Third Dimensiona
tonce, end then viewed os it appears x-[-y feet or x-y feet

distance, and these two pictures ore viewed not simultane-

ously, but consecutively, and with that rapidity of con-

secuity satisfactory in utilizing the phenomenon of per-

sistency of vision which mode the first motion picture

possible, o satisfactory illusion of depth and solidity is ob-

tained. According to the present invention the images ore

not token from different angles, but from the some angle.

When o scene is being photographed objects which ore at

different distances from the lens of the camera, the near-

est object will show the greatest difference between the

two different size images, the next nearest object will show
the next greatest difference, and this will continue accord-

ing to the differentiations indicated, with regard to more
and more distance objects throughout the foreground and
the background. Thus very for distance objects will hove

practically no depth or solidity, but near and near objects

will have greater relief.

As will be seen in Fig. 1 there are two different size

images photographed from life, one a smaller picture

superimposed over a larger picture, for instance, the out-

lines marked smaller picture showing the arrows pointing

to a tree, a man, a bush, while the outlines marked larger

pictures with the arrows pointing to said tree, said man,
and said bush. Those objects in the foreground show a

comparatively large size differentiatian, while the image
camponents at the extreme background, notably the far

reaches of the sidewalks, the distance hill lines, and the

sun above the latter show no differentiation whatsoever.

Fig. 2 shows the different size pictures are not super-

imposed as in Fig. 1, but instead the small and large pic-

tures are separated and photographed in the usual way,
first the large, then the small picture, then the large

Motion Pictures

by

David Gordon

picture, etc., according to the invention in alternate

rapidity.

In photographing the two different size images altern-

ately as in Fig. 2, the lens af the camera can be maved
slightly forward to the scene and then back again, or the

lens with the film can be maved at the same time to cause
first the large and then the small image, of course syn-
chronization will be necessary with the shutter of the cam-
era. A lens can be placed in front of the camera and
maved, or else bodily moving the camera and the like ta

cause small and large pictures.

The idea was perceived from the idea that a persan sees

depth in life with one eye as well as two eyes. Fig. 3

illustrates a very simple experiment which anyane can per-

form without special apparatus ta demonstrate the cor-

Continued on page 514
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A.S.C MEMBERS

• Robert Planck, A.S.C., has just finished a picture at Fox-

20th Century and is enjoying a few days vacation.

• E. O. Blackburn, A.S.C. is a mighty busy hombre keep-

ing Bill German busy. German is on from New York City

for 0 few weeks to keep in touch with west coast produc-

tion activities.

• Pev Morley, A.S.C., is back on the job at R.K.O. after

o few weeks of illness. However, before reporting for

work Pev spent several days on the golf course to sort of

get his strength back, or was it to keep that stance in

good working order?

• Sol Polito, A.S.C., has been given the soft job of shoot-

ing a few tests. Sol appreciated this after the hard sched-

ule he has been going through.

• Norbert Brodine, A.S.C., is shooting the Hal Roach

musical. This is one of the most ambitious pictures at-

tempted at this studio.

• Hal Mohr, A.S.C., has been given a script to look over

at Universal studios with the idea of Hal directing that

opus. Hal has not made his decision.

• Clyde DeVinno and Les White, A.S.C., are roaming

again on a "Captain Courageous" unit for M.G.M. Just

where they are we do not know. It is always safe to say

that De Vinna is somewhere out of the city. He is the

"most roaminest" cinematographer in Hollywood.

• Geo. Robinson, A.S.C., started camera work at R.K.O.

for the first independent Joe E. Brown production for major

release.

ON PARADE

“As it must to every man—
Death came to'^

CHESTER LYONS, A.S.C.

• Chester Lyons, A.S.C., one of Hollywood's rook-

ing ace cameramen, succumbed from a heart attack

at his camera on Friday, November 27, on the 20th

Century-Fox Western Avenue stoge while directing

the photography on scenes of "Death in Paradise

Canyon."

At the time of his passing Cinematographer Lyons

was 51 years of oge, ond had lived in Los Angeles

21 years. He was born in Westfield, N. Y.

Lyons was more familiarly known as Chet, and

as an abbreviated or nickname usually indicates, was

beloved by those who addressed him as "Chet" and

their numbers were many. His memory will be held

precious by those who assisted him. He was un-

selfish in his efforts to give the men around him

every opportunity to advance in their chosen profes-

sion. He was almost lavish in bestowing informa-

tion, to those around him who sought it, from his

rich experience in cinematography. Men like Chet

Lyons do not die, they leave too much behind of

themselves that they have so unselfishly given to

others.

Among some of the pictures to Lyons' credit in

recent years are: "White Hunter," "Ramona,"
"Liliom," "Lightnin,' " and many others. For eight

years he was with the M.G.M. studios and more re-

cently with 20th Century-Fox.

He leaves his widow, Mrs. Katherine Lyons.

Presenting Arthur Miller, A.S.C., and his Fox-20th
Century camera crew on their way to work
or at least on their way. No. 1 man is Arthur Mil-
ler; behind him is |oe LaShelle, Operative, and
behind Joe is Assistant Cameraman Bill Abbott.
We do not know the last mon ... he undoubted-
ly is number one pedaler.

• Gregg Toland, A.S.C., will probably draw an assignment

on the Fox 20th Century lot as Goldwyn will probably not

start production for onother month.

• Lu cien Andriot, A.S.C., has drawn the new DeBrie cam-
era for his next production on the Fox 20th Century lot.

• Ted Tezlotf, A.S.C., has been drafted by Carole Lom-
bard to her next picture which starts immediately at Para-

mount.

• David Abel, A.S.C., is lensing the new Walter Wanger
picture "History is Made at Night."

• Leo Tover, A.S.C., is back from the hospital after a

siege of bronchial pnuemonia. He is spending the next

several weeks at Palm Springs recuperating.

• John W. Boyle, A.S.C., won a notable victory in Lon-

don. With the help of such stalworts as Al Gilks, A.S.C.,

James Howe, A.S.C., and others of Hollywood's cine-tech-

nical outpost in London, Johnny achieved the ne plus ultra

—or something ... he persuaded the commissary at

Korda's Danham studio to brew American coffee!
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BY REQUEI^T

EASTMAN’S new book. Motion Picture Labora-

tory Practice and Characteristics of Eastman

Motion Picture Films^ was published in response

to numerous requests from within the industry.

It is the latest authority on its subject ... a

modern, complete handbook for all those con-

cerned with the use and processing of motion

picture film. It is printed on fine paper, has 210

pages and 84 illustrations, and is handsomely,

durably bound. Price, $2.50. Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

"MOTIOBf PICTURE
LABORATORY PRACTICE”
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Fully Guaranteed
USED 35mm EQUIPMENT

•

Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Akeley,

DeBrie, Universal, Pothe Cameras.

Portable Sound Recording Outfits.

Eymo and De Vry Spring Driven

Cameras.

Holmes Projectors, Sound and Si-

lent.

DeVry Suit Case Model Projectors.

We buy, sell and rent

anything Photographic.

•

Camera Supply Co., Ltd.

1515 No. Cahuenga Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Cable Address: CAMERAS

---CIAEX---
• Light Testers—Polishers used by all

major studios. We are the Sole Mfrs.
and Distributors.

• Mfr. of 16mm and 35mm Recording
Heads, Amplifiers, Developing Machines,
Printers, Etc.

CINEMA ARTS CRAFTS

914 N. Fairfax HE-1984 Hollywood, Calif.

• MOVIOLA •
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Used in Every Major Studio.

Illustrated Literature on request.

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Cordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

FEARLESS CAMERA CO.
Velocilator Camera Dollies, Camera
Blimps, Camera Motors, and com-
plete camera accessories and equip-
ment.
8572 Santa Monica, Hollywood, Cal.

Eastern Representative, Motion Picture
Camera Supply Co., 723 7th Ave. N.Y.C.

Technical Progress in the Industry Duri ng 1 936
Continued from page 503

involved tangle of lawsuits and counter-

suits growing out of patent infringe-

ment claims, and should go far ta ad-

vance progress in this important field,

as it virtually eliminates the ever-pres-

ent fear of imitation and infringement.

Notable use has been made of special-

process cinematography, and especially

optical printing, in musical films. Pro-

jected-background process shots have

been made in Technicolor: extensive

tests having been made by Vernon L.

Walker, A.S.C., for Pioneer Productions

and RKO, and the process having been

used in actual production by Gaetano

Gaudio, A.S.C., at Warner Bros.

Natural-color Cinematography,

While a year ago it was forecast that

1936 would see the production of nearly

a score of Technicolor productions, the

year has actually seen five produced in

this country, and a sixth in England.

At least an equal number of color

features have been made by independ-

ent producers, using two-color processes

such as Cinecolor, Magnacolor, and the

like, including Hirlacolor, a Magnacolor

variant.

As nearly as can be determined now,

at least a dozen color features are plan-

ned for 1937. These include 4 in Tech-

nicolor (one each from Goldwyn, Selz-

nick-lnternational, Walter Wanger and

Warner Bros.) and eight in Magnacolor,

evenly divided between Hirliman-Grand

National and Republic. This is not ab-

solutely accurate, hawever, as the plans

of several firms are understood to be

changing. Seiznick, for example, is re-

ported planning to keep one Technicolor

film in production at all times, and Para-

mount is understood to be committed

for two Technicolor features, while

Technicolor is reported planning to film

the coronation of King Edward VIII.

This likewise does not take into consid-

eration the probable activities of Cine-

color, Dunningcolor, etc., nor any Lon-

don activities.

A highly significant development was

the work done on the Keller-Dorian

(lenticular film additive) process by a

group of Paramount and Eastman en-

gineers at the Paramount studio. The

process is reported to offer a combina-

tion of outstanding quality with simplic-

ity and economy; its use on production

is said to wait only on the ironing out

of contractural details, delayed by Para-

mount's recent reorganization. The

process appears to offer many advant-

ages, not the least being that it does

not require a special color-laboratory,

and can be photographed and processed

by the studio's regular staff.

Another promising contender is the

new Dunningcolor process. It is a wide-

range two-calor process which by means

of a special camera and special printing

methods permits the use of standard

negative film and standard (single-

coated) positive film, and gives excel-

lent, well-defined subtractive prints.

Considerable undercover experiment-

ation in color has gane on in virtually

every studio. Both MGM and RKO have

experimented with the Gilmore "Cosmo-
color," while at Universal, cansiderable

work has been done with "Telco," an

optical process, originally additive.

There has been an increasing demand
for natural-color stills, and every major

studio has been searching for a really

commercial method of producing them.

At present, everything from hand-color-

ing to "one-shot" cameras is being

used, the most popular medium, per-

haps, being the Dufaycolor transparency

process. The Curtis color camera, an

excellent, moderate-priced "one-shot"

instrument, is being used in several

studios, with good results.

Make-Up.

Two important developments may be

chronicled in this field. The Max Fac-

tor laboratories introduced the "T-D"

series of make-up materials, primarily

a range for the new Technicolor, but

also applicable to black-and-white.

Jack Dawn, make-up head at MGM,
developed a truly remarkable material

and technique for character make-up,

by which the actual contour of the head

and face may be sculptured to suit the

part, and convincing bald heads created

without sacrificing the player's hair.

Film Standards.

In America, the industry is standard-

izing on 2,000-ft. reels for release, and

is also establishing standards for leader

and change-over cueing. The S.M.P.E.

single-perforation 16mm. sound-on-film

dimension appears to be on the way to

world-wide acceptance as standard for

1 6mm. sound.

Sound Recording.

Significant of the length of time

elapsed since the Vitaphone took Holly-

wood by storm, and virtually every pro-

ducer save RKO and Rathe contracted

for Western Electric sound, several of

the major studios changed to RCA re-

cording. A sweeping reduction in royal-

ties, service-charges and other costs oc-

curred, more or less incidental to this.

Technically, the most important de-

velopment in recording was the intro-

ductian of RCA-Photophone's system of

Ultra-violet recording. This may be ap-
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plied to any RCA-Photophone recorder.

By means of a special lamp and filter,

the recording is done by ultra-violet

light, reducing the halation or reflec-

tion of the recording-light from the

film-base, due to shallower penetration

by the beam of "black light," and con-

sequently giving a more clearly-defined

sound-track, and better quality. A sim-

ilar modification can be used to improve

the quality of the print.

Western Electric introduced "Mirro-

phonic" reproducing equipment, a mon-
aural development of the binaural sys-

tem experimented with by Leopold Sto-

kowski and the Bell Telephone engin-

eers. This uses a higher-quality ampli-

fier, and improved horns. The same
firm has also developed improved studio

recording channels, and a wholly new
portable recorder, both of which are

being used in several major studios.

The two-way multiple-horn system,

developed by Douglas Shearer, A.S.C.,

at MGM, has been used in several thea-

tres for the de Luxe roadshow present-

ations of "The Great Ziegfeld," "Ro-

meo and Juliet," etc.

Substandard Sound.

Berndt-Maurer introduced an excel-

lent double-system 16mm. recorder. It

^ J. Bursi Contncr Says: ^^Satisfaction is Guaranteed^^

I

Exclusive

Sales Representatives

MITCHELL
CAMERA CORP,

Fearless Products — Harrison Filters

WHAT you WANT!

WHEN you WANT IT!

Sales - Service - Rentals

on all mal<es of

CAMERAS, ACCESSORIES,

and EQUIPMENT

MOVIOLAS—SIMPLEX PORTABLE SOUND PROJECTORS—ARRO LIGHTS

Special Technicol Department specializing in servicing and rebuilding

all types of cameras, laboratory and studio equipment, under supervision

of Horry Lott.

MOTION PirTI RE CA>IER.\ Sf PPLY,
72 I{ Seventh Ave. Mill*. Xew Vork City

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Cable Address: Cinecamera

THE GAHDEiN OF ALLAH

of TeeliilieolorA Triiiiiipli

LIGHTINGH-I-ARC

AlOLE-RICHARDSOy. Inc
941 No. S^'Paiiiore Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.
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TKCIINICOLOR
3 COLOR CARTOON

CA3IEHA STAAll
LIKE NEW

to be sacrificed for quick sale
outfit consists of:

Camera stand with motor zoom and
pan table

1— Bell Cr Howell camera No. 759
1—75mm. F.2 speed Panchio lens
1—Filter sliding mechanism
6—baby spot lights

1—Frame optical glass

1-

—Stop motor device with DC motor
and automatic clutch photograph-
ing three color separation frames

2

—

Bell Cr Howell 400 ft. magazines
PRICE F-O.B. New York
ONLY 4)ZUUU Complete

Stand alone without B. & H.
camera, lens and magazines..$1200

Photographs on request

l"aiiiora E<|aipnient, Ine.
1600 Broadway New York City

Recording Machinery
Hollywood Motion l*ielure

Equipinoiit Co.
64S Martel Ave. Cable Artreeves

Hollywood, California

WE WANT TO BUY
All Kinds of Cameras

Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Eyemo,
DeBrie, Akeley and other makes.
Also all camera accessories, tri-

pods, lenses, motors, laboratory
and cutting room equipment.

We Pay Highest
Cash Prices.

Get in touch with us at once.

Camera Eqnipnienl. Inc.
1600 Broadway New York City

FRIED 35MM

LKpIIT testkic
In use by Hollywood Laboratories.

Price Complete $625.00

Fried Cntnent Co,
6154 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, Calit.

may also be noted that 16mm. sound-

on-film rentol libraries have been gain-

ing considerably. Some theatrical pro-

ductions have been reduced to 1 6mm.
for this purpose, and there are constant

rumors that various mojor producers ore

about to enter this field on a large

scale. In England, Gaumont-British is

understood to be doing so, despite pro-

tests from exhibitors.

Projection.

As prosperity is visibly returning to

the nation' s box-offices, an increasing

number of theatres are re-equipping

their projection installations. High-in-

tensity arc lamphouses using the Na-
tional Carbon Company's "Suprex" car-

bons for maximum illumination, are be-

coming more and more common in the

better theatres. Surveys show a grati-

fying improvement in screen-brilliancy

averages. Dr. John G. Capstaff, of the

Eastman Laboratories, has devised an

optical system which increases the light-

output 380% while permitting a reduc-

tion in Amperage from well over 100

(usually 120 or more) to an average of

85. This should be of value both in

theatres, where the advance of color is

definitely a problem in screen-brilliancy,

and in the projected-background process

of composite cinematography.

Laboratories and Methods.

During the year, one of Hollywood s

most important commercial laboratories

—the Consolidated Film Industries'

on the old two-color process of a few

years ago. I was down mighty close to

my normal black-and-white lighting

level. There are a number of factors

responsible for this change. Naturally,

the films used are faster. So. too. are

the lenses.

Our interior sets for "God's Country
and the Woman" were if anything less

cluttered up with lamps than the aver-

age black-and-white set. In fact, I think

we had an advantage over the aver-

age black-and-white company, for we
hod all the latest equipment. (And here

I want to correct a mistaken rumor that

we made our interiors on an out-door

stage in the usual manner.)

I don't think color slowed us down
appreciably; on some days we made as

many as 22 different set-ups. For a
major studio production, that's plenty

of speed even in black-and-white!

plant—was completely modernized, and
a new firm— International Cinema Lab-

oratories—put up an entirely new, and

most modern plant. Several of the

studio-owned laboratories have modern-

ization plans projected, and at least one

is reported to be contemplating an en-

tirely new plant.

The Bell & Howell automatic produc-

tion printer came into additional use

in several laboratories.

The Fried Camera Company intro-

duced two new rr>oderately-priced

printers—one for 35mm. and one for

16mm. As companions to these prin-

ters, the same firm produced 35mm.
and 16mm. light-testing machines for

print timing.

An interesting small developing-ma-

chine was developed by Hugh Gwynne
and the World Motion Picture Equip-

ment Co. This plant is small enough

to be portable— it can be carried into

the field in a light truck—and can be

operated by one man. Operating two

fixed film-speeds (for negative and for

positive, respectively) the machine ob-

tains a remarkably wide variation in

development timing by altering the

length of the loops in any solution.

In the Paramount experiments with

Keller-Dorion color, standard develop-

ing-machines were adapted to reversal-

processing, and it was proven possible to

make excellent color-prints from the

lenticular-base Keller-Dorian reversal

film. Commercially satisfactory black-

and-white prints were also made from

the lenticular-based originals.

We also pioneered in something else

that had not yet been done in a Techni-

color production. We made projected-

background process shots. There is a

sequence played in an airplane, flying

over the lumber country of the North-

west, and finally landing.

We used one of the process depart-

ment's smaller standard screens—one

about 8x10 feet in size. We used one

of their strongest projectors with the

light stepped up as much as possible.

Of course, there are still some things

that Technicolor needs to improve be-

fore one can honestly say it is on an

equal footing with black-and-white.

For instance, the camera, though a

beautiful mechanism, is much bulkier

than any black-and-white camera, and
the 3-film movement naturally makes
more noise. In its big blimp, it is an aw-

Lighting Color on Block-onid-White Schedule

Continued from page 505

I
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fully heavy thing to move around easi-

ly, and its size makes it difficult, if not

impossible to work in some crowded

corners where a black-and-white outfit

would only be inconvenienced. The

three negatives involved make the mat-

ter of lap-dissolves more of a problem,

for there are three sets of negatives

to be optically duped, and the three

sets of fades must be perfectly syn-

chronized. The same, too, is true of

"wipes" and such tricks.

There are some tricks of camera-

manipulation which many directars like

in black-and-white, that are absolutely

impractical in color. For instance, fast

pans should be avoided, for in a color

picture they give a flickery blur of color

that is very hard on the eyes. If they

must be used, they should be planned

for by having the main color-masses of

the set run in horizontal lines.

Perhaps most important, is the atti-

tude some people take toward color. It

is true that in color one is working with

something different in many ways from

our accepted black-and-white: but

shrouding it with mystery won't prove

anything. But there is an element

who seem to feel that color cinematog-

raphy is something ordinary picture-

folk can't understand. That is pure

bosh! Picture-making is picture-making

no matter what you're shooting, and

those of us who have spent years learn-

ing the fundamentals of the job ought

to be competent to take a new devel-

apment like color in our stride. Of

course it means new tools to work with,

new problems and new ways of express-

ing many new thoughts: but it is still

the same basic job of putting entertain-

ment on celluloid.

The Dignity of Cinematographic

Simplicity

Continued from page 506

complete entertainment entree. To

him it is insufficient for a cinematog-

rapher to hide behind "the dialogue will

carry it," when placing difficult situa-

tions on negative.

Sharp's appraisal of cinematic duties

and obligations is not a case of guess

or surmise. His career with cameras

goes back twa decades. Back, indeed,

to 1915, when Thomas Dickson was

gaining directorial renown amid the

arange trees happily blossoming where

now stands the Fox studio at Western

Avenue.

He did the final four of the Douglas

Fairbanks extravaganzas fallowing a

seven year service with the late Thomas
Ince. He is steeped in the enduring

fundamentals of fashioning film fare.

Phone, TTrffr? or Wire for Prices

CAMERA EIJCIPMEAT. lAC.
1600 Broadway

Telephone BRyant 9-4146-7

Under the personal

New York City
Cable ADDRESS: CINEQUIP

of Frank Zucker

We carry a complete stock of all leading

makes of cameras, studio and cutting room
equipment and accessories. Pick out what
you need in our display rooms . .

.
you may

buy or rent it as you choose.

We specialize in and have on display, Mit-

chell, B & H, Akeley, DeBrie and Eyemo
— cameras and accessories;

Panoram Dollies and Ve-

locilators; Moviola cut-

ting room equipmentand
Filters for every purpose.

The MOVIOLA UDX

model illustrated in-

cludes a picture head

combined with a

sound head tor

sound on composite

film and a sound
head for sound on a

separate film. This is

just one of the many
Moviola models here

on display.

OUR REPAIR SHOP

We maintain a com-
pletely modern and thor-
oughly equipped machine
shop. Our skilled me-
chanics have had many
years of experience and
are experts at repairing
Mitchell and other pro-
fessional cameras.

Cutting Room and
Studio Equipment

E-M SS nttm SOUND)-©N-FELM GALVANOMETER
Model "E" High Fidelity Galvanometer. This unit employs a pre-

cision optical system in combination with a magnetically damped
oscillograph element. Descriptive literature and full technical infor-

mation sent upon request.

THE BERnOT-mnURER (ORP

117 Eost 24th street • neiu Vork City
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('Owolt^HV anA Ni^jbt’

CTf^cls in Daytirp«"Fv^ Sc«nvs-
Diffdsr^ Fvcus.anJ many irlWrcFFvcls

With any Cam«ra " In any ClimaFe
-'Gcorqe H. Scheibo

ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 7STH ST. LOS ANGELES. CAL

Experimenting wi th Third

Dimensional Motion Pictures

Continued from page 507

rectness of the theory upon which the

present invention is based. Such theory

has to do with the phenomenon char-

acteristic of one human eye acting

Everything Photographic
for Professional and Amateur

New and Used, bought, sold, rented and
repaired. Designers and manufac-
turers of H. C. E. Combination

lens shade and filter-holder

for any size lens.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood
Tel. HO 3651

Cable Address: HOcamex
Send for Bargain Catalog

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Same Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on
all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches t-*

any standard STILL
Tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-

curacy and speed of

operation.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tnpod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic

handle.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

FRED HOEFNER
GLadstone 0243

.5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

alone and without the companion eye.

Let the eye of Fig. 3 be one of two

eyes, the other of which is shut. If the

pencil be held close to the eye, as in

dicated by the line of sight, shown as a

heavy line, the eye concentrates on the

pencil, and as the eye automatically

comes to focus, said pencil will stand

out in space or marked relief from that

of objects more distant than the pencil.

The further the pencil is held from the

eye. the less the pencil stands out in

relief; the closer the pencil is held to the

eye, the greater the pencil stands out

in relief. While the eye concentrates

on the pencil, the latter is seen as one

image, while the background become*'

smaller and blurs into many images.

When the eye concentrates on an object

in the background instead of on the

pencil, the background becomes one

image, while the pencil becomes blurred

showing many images. Further, if the

pencil be viewed rather close to the eye

and then viewed after being moved to

a slightly different spacing from the

eye, and this be repeated several times

very rapidly, the retina of the eye will

change focus with equal rapidity and

a really startling demonstration is given

of how by the present invention an ap-

pearance of depth or solidity is obtained

without the natural binocular vision ob-

tained when both of a pair of human
eyes are gazing at an actual life scene.

Rhythmic Optical Effects for

Musical Pictures
Continued from page 504

For this part of the shot, Fred Astaire

simply danced before a blank white

screen, on which a Sun Arc projected a

clear shadow. Next, he did his fore-

ground dancing under ordinary lighting,

but before a blank screen. Finally the

components—an optically printed com-

posite of the two shadows, and the sep-

arate foreground shot—were combined

by means of multiple optical printing

to form the final composite negative.

Synchonizing the dancing was made
easier by projecting the shadow-film

onto a screen Astaire could watch while

he did the foreground dancing. Like

all scenes of this description, it was pho-

tographed to a playback of pre-record-

ed music.



GET THE WHOLE STORY

HIF you need a special-purpose film,

investigate some of the unique achieve-

ments of Eastman Super-X.

you want an all-purpose him, in-

vestigate Super-Xjust the same.

not only runs the whole gamut of

black-and-white cinematography, hut

does it with brilliant success.

^Get the whole story from us before

you start your next picture.

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.
Fort Lee New York Chicago Hollywood



FOR THEATER-QUALITY 16 MM. SOUND MOVIES
Filmosound 138 is ;i sound -on -film

projector designed especially for home
and small audience (up to 500 people)

use. A Filmo quality projector, plus a

sound-on-film reproducing system that

gives superb reproduction. Truly the-

ater-qualitv in every respect.

Filmosound 138 is portable and sim-

ple in operation. Its capacity, 1600

feet of 16 mm. film. 75o-tvatt illumi-

nation. Crystal microphone equip-

ment optional. Ask to see Filmosound

138 at your dealer’s store, or mail the

coupon for full information.

70~D
MASTER OF ALL 16 MM. CAMERAS

Built into the Filmo 70-D are the fea-

tures everv amateur has hoped to liave.

Seven accurate speeds including slow

motion . . . intercliangeable lenses on

the three-lens turret . . . critical focuser

optional . . . Tay ior-Hobson lenses,

especially color-corrected to handle

today’s emulsions, including Koda-

chrome . . . 104-degree shutter, admit-

ting as much as 40% more light . . .

die-cast housing . . . Filmo precision

manufacture. You may add sound re-

cording, hand crank, motor drive,

external magazines if desired. Com-
plete with Taylor-Hobson Cooke F1.7

color-corrected lens, $188.

m 12/
INSTANTANEOUS MAGAZINE LOADING
Here is 16 mm. movie-making re-

duced to simplicity itself. Just slip

in a sealed pack of film, close the

door, and Filmo iii is loaded.

Interchange pan, ss pan, and color

film at any time, without fogging.

Built-in exposure calculator. Two
speeds. Interchangeable lenses.

Enclosed spy-glass viewfinder and

waist level finder. Size, only

by 3T^ bv 534' inches. Complete
with color-corrected Tavlor-
Hobson Cooke F 1.7 lens, S71.50.

The Filmo 70-E (simpler, single

lens edition of the 70-D), $133.
The Filmo 75 (watch-thin, small-

est and lightest of loo-foot capac-

ity 1 6 mm. movie cameras), S5 9. 50.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 LARCHMONT AVE., CHICAGO, IlLINOIS
NEW YORK • HOLLYWOOD • LONDON

Bell & Howell Co.
1848 Larchmont Ave.
Chicago

Kamt

Please mail me full in-

formation on Filmo-
sound 138 Filmo 70-D

Filmo 121

Addnsi

. . State07v
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NO DISAPPOINTMINTS THIS CHRISTMAS!

S
ister hanging up her stocking . . .

Junior coasting on his new sled

. . . father trimming the tree . . . what a

variety of scenes is yours for the tak-

ing around Christmas time!

And, to avoid disappointment, load

your camera with Agfa 16 MM. Fine-

Grain Superpan or Hypan Reversible

Films . . . the films that are especially

designed f'or all types of winter movie-

making.

Both films have exceptional speed and

are fully panchromatic—sensitive to all

colors. Unusually wide latitude tends

to minimize exposure errors and the

fine-grain emulsions give you larger,

more brilliant screen projection with

greater depth and clearer detail.

Superpan, because of its slightly greater

speed, is especially recommended for

indoor shooting. Hypan, a new film of '

greater brilliance, gives to outside win-

ter movies, even under dull grey skies,

the snap and sparkle of summer movies.

These two films, as well as the other

Agfa 16 MM. films, are stocked by

better dealers everywhere.

MADE BY AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION, IN BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

FOR BEST RESULTS USE BEST MATERIALS

r
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AMATEUR
MOVIE
SECTION

SOCIETY

OF AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

BOARD OF REVIEW

John Arnold, President, A.S.C., Executive Direc-

tor of Photography, M.G.M. Studios

Karl Struss, A.S.C., Director of Photography,

Paramount Studios, Academy Award Winner,

1928

Fred Jackman. Treas., American Society of

Cinematographers

Dan Clark, A.S.C., Director of Photography,

"Country Doctor," 20th Century-Fox

David Abel, A.S.C., Director of Photography of

Fred Astaire Productions, R.K.O. Studios

Contents . . .

YOUR YULETIDE Documentary Film
By Barry Staley 521

LET'S MAKE Some Trick Titles

By Jerome H. Ash. A.S.C 522

MICRO FIMING the Smallest
Known Organism
By George K. Sherlock 524

PROFESSIONAL Lighting Units
at Amateur Cost
By Karl Hole 525

THIS MATTER of Balancing Light
By Walter Blanchard 526

ANALYZE Your Odd Shots
for Continuity
By Elmer Dyer, A.S.C 528

CINE-CAMERAS Turn to Detective Work
By Grahame G. Graham 530

Next Month . . .

• The big news of the month of course will be

the announcement of the prize winners for

1936. Judges are busy going through the pre-

liminary judging right now so as to bring the

entry down to the final dozen or so. Winners

will be announced in the January issue.

• A story telling you how you can learn about

color shooting by studying the Garden of Allah.

One of the outstanding color productions . . .

in fact considered the first real fine color job

done professionally.
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Certain to Please
EVERY MOVIE-MAKER

ON YOUR W.MST

One of the first essentials to full enjoyment of

home movies is a good screen. For some friend,

who lacks this accessory, a Da-Lite Screen would
prove a most welcomi remembrance. Years ahead
in design, Da-Lite Screens combine superb picture

quality with unmatched convenience. There are

styles and sizes for every need from $3.00 up.

See them al your dealer'a toiiay or ivrile for literal tire.

The DA-LITE
CHALLENGER
Tile most popular portable

screen on the market.
The Challenger has a tri-

pod pivotally attached to

the case, in which it is

mounted and can be set up
instantly anywhere. Ad-
justable to height desired,

can be raised 9' 10" from
Top of largest size

floor. I'nless other-
NEW DEAL SCREEN

wise specified the surface is glass-beaded by Da-
Lite’s unique process which gives brightest and
clearest pictures. Seven sizes, 30"xl0" to

70"x90" inclusive. Larger sizes have crank lift.

The DA-LITE
PRO J ECTOR
STAND

This practical unit provides
a steady support for the
projector and assures vibra-

iionlcss, flickerless projec-

tion. Adjustable in height.

Equipped with rotating, tilt-

ing table for silent projectors
or a special non-tilting table

for sound and slide projec-
tors. With the tilting base
the stand can also be used
as a camera support for in-

door filming.

A handsome table model in leatherette covered box.

Support locks instantly when screen is raised to

height desired. Ten sizes. 22"x30" to 72"x96" inclu-

sive. Glass-beaded, unless otherwise specified.

The DA-LITE
U N I - P O D
This light weight cam-
era support keeps pic-

tures free from wobble.
Made of two tubular
members that telescope.

The No. 1 (at left)

rests on the ground
and extends to 60".

(’ollapsed it has the ap-
pearance of a walking
cane. The No. 2 Model
(at right) is supported
by a strap around the

neck and extends to

eye level. When col-

lapsed. it is 11 long.

It weighs only 10 oz.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.

2723 No. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III.

Da-Lite Screens A^^cIssSmls
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V o u r o c u m e n

C HRISTMAS COMES but once a year—as the poet

so truthfully sings. It ushers in a period of gay

heorthside pageantry, a kaleidoscopic pattern of

distinctive color, custom and jollity. It beckons to the

creative cinematographic talents of every amateur filmer.

So essentially a family institution, Christmas offers ex-

ceptional photographic opportunities to the compiler of

domestic film albums. The following outline skeletonizes

a typical treatment of a film commemorating the happy

Holiday. Details may vary with facilities peculiar to vary-

ing communities. But the general direction is charted.

Here is shooting that can be spread over two to three

weeks, picking shots as they occur and as time permits.

The interiors ask for your best lighting twists. And such

a colorful event seems a natural for color film, though

black-and-white will do it full justice.

MAIN TITLE: MERRY CHRISTMAS— 1936. (If you

feel a bit ambitious, have the title set by a printer in Old

English type and superimpose it above scene of a street

Santa Claus in costume such as the Salvation Army places

on many busy corners.)

SCENE 1 : LONG SHOT. A downtown sidewalk

thronged with package-laden shoppers. Christmas street

decorations are seen. Snowflakes may be drifting down.

SCENE 2: MEDIUM SHOT. The milling crowd of gift-

buyers, definitely a Holiday throng.

SCENE 3: MEDIUM SHOT: The traffic jam at a de-

partment store entrance, shoppers fighting their way in

and out.

SCENE 4: MEDIUM SHOT: At a busy downtown in-

tersection. Traffic has stopped and eager shoppers swell

to overflow the sidewalks, surging forward as the signal

changes.

SCENE 5: CLOSE SHOT; The home-going scrimmage

at entrance to subway, street car or motor bus.

SCENE 6: LONG SHOT. A main thoroughfare choked

with traffic. If snow is piled along curbing or radiators

are steaming, so much the better.

SCENE 7: MEDIUM SHOT. Department store delivery

wagon piled high with packages.

SCENE 8: CLOSE SHOT. Mail carrier struggling under

overload of Christmas post.

SCENE 9:' MEDIUM SHOT of Mother returning from

a day of shopping, arms full of Christmasy looking pack-

ages.

SCENE 10: CLOSE SHOT. Interior. Mother stowing

packages away on top shelf of closet.

SCENE 11: MEDIUM SHOT. A costumed Santa Claus

is receiving a group of excited children.

SCENE 12: CLOSE SHOT. Santa and your youngsters

in earnest conversation, with Santa making note of desired

Christmas gifts.

SCENE 13: LONG SHOT. Your dining room. A pile

of packages some with store wrappings torn off and flut-

tering on floor. On the table are Christmas gift wrap-

pings—paper. Red Cross stamps, tinseled string, etc.

SCENE 14: MEDIUM SHOT. At the table. Mother is

wrapping a gift box.

by

Barry Staley

SCENE 15: CLOSE SHOT. Of the neatly wrapped gift.

On a card. Mother writes "Merry Christmas to Son."
SCENE 16: MEDIUM SHOT. At a desk. Father is ad-

dresing envelopes for a stack of Christmas greeting cards.

SCENE 17; CLOSE SHOT of Father at his task, inter-

cut an INSERT of your Christmas card.

SCENE 18: MEDIUM SHOT. Exterior. One of your
front windows. Through it Mother is seen hanging a be-
ribboned holly wreath in the window.
SCENE 19: LONG SHOT. Interior. Your living room

Under the happy supervision of Mother and the Children,
Father brings in the Christmas tree and puts it in place.

SCENE 20; MEDIUM SHOT. At a low angle. The
boxes and bundles of Christmas tree ornaments.
SCENE 21: MEDIUM SHOT. Family trimming the

tree, inter-cut with CLOSE-UPS of Children's hands af-
fixing ornaments.

SCENE 22: LONG SHOT. The trimmed tree. Turn
on lights. (You may add a Close Shot, including the tree
only, TILTING the camera down from top of tree to floor.)

SCENE 23: CLOSE SHOT. Small stockings are
brought in and hung by the fireplace by the children.

SCENE 24: MEDIUM SHOT. The lighted tree with
Father and Mother arranging the collection of gifts on and
around it, and filling the children's stockings appropriately
A fast FADE OUT.

SCENE 25: MEDIUM SHOT. Quickly FADE IN on
children tumbling from their beds in eager fashion. With
an INSERT of clock reading about 5:30 on Christmos
morning.

SCENE 26: LONG SHOT of the Christmas tree. Chil-
dren come romping in followed by sleepy but smiling
Mother and Father.

SCENE 27; MEDIUM SHOT. Children discovering
their gifts, reading the identifying cards and showing their
entranced happiness.

Follow with Close Shots of all the family's collection
of gifts; this for your record. And contents of the Christ-
mas stockings.

SCENE 28: CLOSE SHOT. The family's pile of "e-
ceived Christmas greetings—with INSERTS of any of un-
common interest.

SCENE 29: MEDIUM SHOTS covering arrival of rela-
tives and other guests. Cut in scenes of Children at play
with their newly acquired toys and playthings.

SCENE 30: MEDIUM SHOT of the Christmas dinner
table with steaming dishes ready for serving, guests sooted.

SCENE 31; CLOSE-UP of Father uncorking a bottle
of prized wine and proudly pouring it into glasses.

Continued on page 534
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A
ny picture, whether a super-feature or a home-

movie, mokes o better impression if its titles ore

cleverly mode. Of course spoken titles and minor

bits of description within o sequence should be kept simple

and easily read, but the main title, and those that break

the picture up into sequences, are much more effective

if they ore something out of the ordinary. Besides, title-

making is more fun if you are trying something unusual.

So here are a few ideas for trick titles.

Nearly everyone makes movies at the beach; here's a

trick that will put the seaside in your titles even though

you live hundreds of miles away from the ocean. In a

good-sized tray or a shallow, wooden tank, make your-

self a little beach of sand and small stones. The "beach"

should slant downward, and leave enough room at the

nearer end of the tray to hold quite a bit of water. Next,

make yourself a little sluice-box, so that you can suddenly

let enough water into the tray to make a wave that washes

up over the sand, and then recedes. Use a fairly soft

front-light, and a goad, strong cross-back light, and

shaot the scene from slightly above and at a little angle.

It is a gaod idea to have the camera running at its "slaw-

motion" speed. You begin shooting with the "beach"

clear, and let a wave come down from your sluice-box.

When the wave is at its highest up the beach, stop the

camera. Now, take some paraffin and shape it roughly

into letters that spell out the wording of your title, and

put it in the "beach." Sprinkle the letters well with sand,

and make another wave, starting the camera when the

wave is covering the "beach." As soon as that wave

has run off, follow it with another one, again stopping

the camera when it is full up. This time, smooth your

roughly-formed letters into complete, finished ones, and

bring them "in" with another wave. Finally, when you

have exposed enough footage of the title, you can have

another wave wash the letters away in the same manner,

leaving only smooth, wet sand. On the screen, of course,

you see a sandy beach: a wave washes over it, and reced-

ing, reveals a suspicion of lettering, which the next wave

changes inta readable words, with the letters apparently

made af sand and standing out in high relief. Finally,

a third wave washes the letters away, leaving aniy a sandy

beach. It may be a good idea to use something like water

glass in the water, to give the waves a more solid "body."

In professional pictures, you've seen scenes and titles

apparently melt, and disintegrate into a formless smear?

Well, here's a way to do it at home, without any of the

special optical printing equipment needed professionally.

You begin by making a transparency of your title with a

still camera, using a good double-coated plate like the

"Standard Orthonon." For a plain title, you can simply

copy a drawn or typewritten title written in black on white

paper; the plate naturally gives you white letters on a

black field. For an "art" title, you can double-expose

your transparency, copying the background from a still

negative, so you'll get a positive image, and making a

second exposure of your card with the wording.

Now put this into a simple shadow-box (like a photog-

rapher's retauching hood) and illuminate the transparency

from behind with a strong light, like a photoflood. Line

up your movie-camera in front of this, just as you would

in any ordinary title-making.

Now—here's the trick. In making your transparency,

you expose and develop the plate in the usual manner;

but fix it in plain (not ocid) hypo, with no hardener. This

leaves the emulsion soft. You wash the plate as usual,

but you only dry it enough to get the surface moisture out.

When you shoot the title with your cine camera, after

you've exposed enough footage so the words can be read,

Lets

heat the plate, using either a blow-torch or a good-sized

electric heater, in any event holding the heat-source as

close as you can without getting it into your movie shot.

The heat naturally melts the soft, moist emulsion, and

the title disintegrates into a formless blob. Sometimes,

depending on the way you heot the plate, it is a good idea

to shoot such a title with the camera running below nor-

mal speed, so that the melt occurs faster on the screen;

in some instances, you may have to use modified stop-

motion. Naturally, you can get either af two effects: you

can have the title melt away at the end of the shot, or

you can have the "blob" unmelt itself and form the let-

ters and picture. In the latter case, of course, shoot it

with the camera upside-down. If you moke two identical

transparencies, you can even combine the two effects,

making the unmelting with one plate, and the melting

with the other. For the former, it's easier to turn the

transparency upside-down than to invert and re-align the

camera.

Another variation is to use this trick in conjunction

with double-exposure cine work, shooting the bockground

at one "take," and the letters at another. This way, you

can have the letters melt withaut changing the back-

ground, and vice-versa.

Some time ago, I described a simple trick for making

cloud-effect titles. It's a useful idea for travel-films,

especially if your picture is one of an airline trip. The

same trick can be worked either using negative film

(which is to be cut into the picture, rather than printed),

or using reversal film. I think it's mare effective using

negative.

Simply place a mirror flat on a table, and above it,

at an angle, slant a sheet of opal glass. Far illumination,

focus a strong light—^a spotlight, if you have one—on o

mirror, so that it reflects up onta the opal glass. The

camera is trained on the glass. Paint your letters on ihe

surface of the mirror with paste or mucilage, and then

cover the mirror with a fine, smooth layer of sand. The

sand that falls on the mucilage will naturally stick there,

and form letters.

As your camera grinds, blow a gentle stream of air

over the mirror; all the sand except that caught by the

glue will swirl around, and will leave spots on the mirror.

Shooting this with negative, the effect on the screen will

be black, heavily-corrected sky wherever the mirror is

clear, and white, swirly clouds where the sand is. As the

clouds move, they will shape themselves into letters which

spell out the title. If you use reversal film, af course, the

clear spots will be the clouds, and the sand will represent

the sky, so your title will cloud over, with clear sky spell-

ing out the words.

Now, how about a title that writes itself? Of course,

one way to do this is by stop-motion, exposing on any
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Make

Some Trick

Titles

by

Jerome H. Ash, A.S.C.

sort of a cord, a frame or two at a time, and building

up the letters a little bit between each exposure. But
here is a way of getting a somewhat similar effect witii-

out stop-motion. You begin with a sheet of plain, white
tissue-paper. On this, you write your title—in script, not
printing—with a saturated solution of saltpetre. When
this is dry, line up the camera and the tissue, with per-

haps a sheet of black cardboard a few inches back of the

tissue. All the lighting is from the front. To make the

title, start your camera, and touch the lighted end of a

cigarette to the spot where you started the lettering. The
saltpetre-impregnated paper will sputter like a fuse, and
will burn along, forming the words. The black backing
will make the burned section stand out clear and legible.

Of course, the saltpetre doesn't burn with a flame, so

don't expect any flaming effects!

Kodachrome pictures really call for Kodachrome titles,

and here are a few ideas for making natural-color

"readers." One of the most effective ideas is to double-

expose your title over a picture background. The let-

tering can of course be in any color, on a black card; in

general, I think white or silver letters are best. For the

pictorial background, you can use a great many things.

The handiest colored pictures are usually those printed in

the better-class magazines, on calendars, etc. They will

do excellently. For titling Kodachrome travel films, you
can find an almost inexhaustible supply of excellent nat-

ural-color photographs in back-numbers of the National

Geographic magazine. This magazine uses the best of

color-stills, and reproduces them unusually well, while

their photographers have ranged all over the world. And
you've no idea how effective a good Kodachrome art-title

is until you see one on the screen. I've seen some I

thought even better than the pictures they decorate!

If you don't care to go to the trouble of double-ex-

posing, you can often get fine results by lettering your

title in white on a thin sheet of clear celluloid, which is

placed over the background-picture. But be sure there are

no wrinkles in the celluloid!

Another simple way of making effective color titles is

to use a black card, with the letters cut out. On the

back of the card you can glue a sheet of colored cello-

phane. Illuminating this from behind, you can get a very

striking effect, and by fading the illumination in and our

you can make perfect fades.

Cellophane in all its forms offers endless possibilties in

Kodachrome titling. For instance, you can use this same
idea, but vary the effect by substituting for the sheet

cellophane a log-cabin-wall arrangement of cellophane

straws arranged in alternate colors. Lit from behind, the

effect is remarkable. Cellophane straws, placed close to-

gether and running either vertically or horizontally, and
back-lit, make a fine background for a double-exposed

title, too, while if you want dark letters against this vari-

colored, luminous background, you can easily make them
on a sheet of clear cellophane placed just in front of rhe

straws.

If you want to add animation to this effect, begin with

a similar pattern of the colored straws, preferably with

the straws running horizontally, and mounted so that each
individual straw may be rotated. Paint your letters on

the front of them with dark paint. When the paint is

dry, carefully turn each straw so that the portion of the

letter on it is on the upper surface, and hidden from the

lens. Begin your shot with some footage of the back-

ground this way. Then stop the camera while you revolve

the uppermost straw until the parts of the letter appear-

ing on it show. Expose two or three frames, and step

again while you turn the next lower straw, and so on un-

til all your lettering is revealed. The letters will "wipe"

themselves in. Reversing the process, you can wipe the

letters out, and by placing the straws upright or at an

angle you can make horizontal or diagonal wipes.

An interesting variation of this cellophane-straw idea

is to take a ball and cover it with a thin coating of either

plasticine or shellac, and stud the sticky surface with

fragments of a mirror. Hang this glittery, multifaceted

ball behind your cellophane-straw curtain, and focus a

spotlight on the ball so that its light is reflected onto the

cellophane. If you revolve the ball slowly during your

shot, innumerable little points of light dance across the

colored curtain, changing in color as they pass from one

colored straw to the next. You can manage a great num-
ber of different effects with this trick, according to

whether the reflected light is or is not supplemented by

any other light from either before or behind the straws.

You can also get some interesting effects with simple

cut-out letters in a dark card and a moving color-pat-

tern behind the openings. For this, you can get Brigham's

standard theatrical colored gelatin from a theatrical-sup-

ply store, at a cost of only a few cents a sheet. In addi-

tion to solid colors and a rainbow-striped effect,, you can

get several patterns of variegated coloring: No. 80, for

instance, is a speckly mixture of green and yellow; No.

85, green, red and clear; No. 90, purple, green and clear;

No. 95, red, yellow, green blue and clear.

In all of them, the colors are cloudy blobs, looking like

so many drops of colored ink scattered closely on a moist

plate, and just beginning to blend into one another at their

edges. Moving a sheet of this variegated gelatin, back-

lit, behind a cut-out pattern, gives a very striking effect.

If in double-exposed titles, you care for a kaleidoscopic

background of color, it is easy enough to build a simple

kaleidoscope. You simply take a cardboard tube, about

the size of the front of your lens-mount, line it with plastic

wood or gesso, and fit inside it, edge to edge, several

strips of mirror. Then mount this on the lens by using

a short strip of cardboard tubing a trifle larger, so that

this collar fits over both lens and kaleidoscope-tube, but

leaves room for the latter to revolve. At the outer end

of your kaleidoscope tube, put a sheet of ground gloss,

and inside it scatter some fragments of colored glass.

These can be all of one or two colors, but the more colors

you use, the more bewildering the effect. To make the

Continued on page 532
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Micro-Filming est Known

H
ave you ever filmed an amoeba? No? Well, if

you ever get around to doing it, you II find it on

extremely interesting job of cinematographic exer-

cise. According to what a number of physicians and

scientists tell me, I am the first man to have placed images

of one on film.

The difficulties confronting the camera reposed in the

fact that an amoeba is a very small and perishable sub-

ject. He is reputed to be the smallest living animal, a

one-cell organism. He is one of the earliest known forms

of life and the lowest form of animal life; low biologically,

that is, not socially.

While his tribe has survived untold numbers of cen-

turies, the individual can't stand much heat or light.

Hence he's a long way from being a popular photographic

subject.

I am constantly making films for commercial, profes-

sional and educational purposes. I have shot Caesarian

births and football games, how laxatives are compounded

and what happens to old razor blades. But this was the

first time I filmed something I couldn't see.

A little more than a year ago, a strange malady af-

flicted two farm workers in California. Visible symptoms

comprised a sort of fungus growth appearing at various

points on the skin surface. Reference to medical works

convinced the attending medicos it was a disease known

in some sections of Asia and in China, but not having been

recorded in this country to that date. There is a name

for it, of course, and a Greek one, but I can recall now

only eight of its fifteen syllables.

And so it came about that the very extensive facilities

of the Los Angeles County Hospital were called upon. From

their studies of the two cases, the doctors concluded the

trouble was being caused by a pathogenic amoeba, or,

rather a whole flock of pathogenic amoebae—being pres-

ent in the blood stream.

The amoeba was isolated. This little fellow might be

small but he sure was deadly, as was evidenced by the

speed in which he killed a monkey or two into which a cul-

ture was injected.

Doctors studied him under a microscope. They made

still pictures of him. They were at loss to know why this

particular amoeba was malignant while others of the

species are notoriously happy and peaceful.

It was decided to make motion picture studies of the

disease germ for more exhaustive research. And that's

where I entered the scene.

Micro-cinematography is not new—but it presents its

problems. It consists of photographing on film the greatly

magnified sub'ect as seen in the eye-piece of the micro-

scope.

I selected an Eastman Cine-Special camera mainly tar

its ground glass device affording a critical focus through

the lens. It was equipped with a f. 1 .9, one-inch lens.

With it, I used a standard microscope attachment which

connects camera lens to microscope eye-piece through a

series of prisms.

For illumination, two small spot-lights were used, each

with 500 watt Mazda bulbs.

Smears containing the amoebae were put on slides,

placed in the microscope. I put my camera in position.

Organism

by

George K. Sherlock

turned on my lights and prepared to get a focus. The

amoebae were dead. Heat and intense light from the

lamps killed them.

It should be explained that the light had to be focused

on a mirror stationed below the slide. As it is reflected

through the slide, up through the magnifying lenses af the

microscope, through the prisms of the camera-microscope

attachment and then to the film, much of it is absorbed,

deflected and lost for photographic purposes. Hence, the

need for excessive light on the mirror in order to get suf-

ficient light to the film.

The problem, then, was to subtract the heat from the

light. Tests with filters commonly used for this purpose

revealed the amoebae still collapsing under the heat. And

we wanted motion pictures of living specimens, not dead

ones.

Following many experiments, we arrived close to the

problem's answer. From a dealer in scientific items, we

obtained a glass globe, or bottle. It was truly round and

clear, being made of optical glass. This we filled with

distilled water. Placing it between lamps and mirror, we

found the softer, water-cooled light less annoying to the

Continued on page 533
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many of his own home-made design. He is the personified

rebuttal to the amateur whose plaint is, "Fine photography

can't be had without a mess of costly equipment."

Take the subject of lights. His are the essence of com-

mon sense, economy and efficiency. He made them him-

self. You can do the same. For materials, visit a dealer in

second-hand plumbing supplies and a dime store.

The base of the light standard is an 8-inch pipe flange

such as is used for bolting large pipes together. It is re-

duced with a reducing nipple to take 1-inch pipe. Into

this is threaded a 2-foot length of 1 -inch iron pipe, of the

common water or gas variety. An inch or so from the

top is a thumb-screw extending through the pipe wall.

Now comes a 2-foot length of %-inch pipe and a sim-

ilar length of Vi-inch pipe, each telescoping within the

length below it and held in any desired position by the

thumb-screw. Total extension height is six feet. Lowest

position is a bit over two feet.

At top of the Vi -inch segment is an elbow nipple or

two, each with its thumbscrew, permitting adjustment in

any direction. They support a wooden frame shaped as an

L, reenforced with small angle irons. In this frame is the

reflector.

The reflector is the easiest part of it. At the dime

store buy an aluminum dishpan about 10-inches wide and

Professional Lighting Units at Amateur

F
or nigh on to twenty-eight years. Jackson Rose,

A.S.C. has been delving and deploying into matters

photographic. During that portion of the day known
commonly as "working hours" he is one of the front-rank

Directors of Cinematography at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

studios, and has been so engaged for these many years.

After performing his daily stint in studio cinematog-

raphies, guess what he does when the whistle blows? He
goes home and rounds out the day by puttering as an ama-
teur with more items of light and lens.

His camera provides career and hobby. He delights in

obtaining gorgeous and tremendous effects with his small

Leica instrument. His prints have been exhibited in near-

ly every photographic salon in the world. In fact, he is

one of America's foremost exhibitors; some 131 selected

prints have been hung in 48 invitational showings within

the last couple of years. Jackson Rose is also the author

of "Cinematographers' Handbook and Reference Guide."

His skill and artistry have brought to him inclusion in

the select Who's Who in Pictorial Photography and in the

American Annual of Photography.

All of which is by way of evidencing that Jackson Rose

is no rank beginner in this business of making pictures.

The amazing point of it all is that his amateur work is all

done with the simplest of home made apparatus. Here's

a cinematographer who has at his command at the studio,

a complete provision of the most modern and elaborate

photographic facilities money can buy or science can
fashion.

But as an amateur, making still or motion pictures for

his own entertainment, he spurns this elaborateness of

equipment. He works with the simplest tools imaginable;

Cost

by

Karl Hale

4-inches deep. In one side make a hole to take an ordin-

ary lamp socket with pull-chain switch. Run two-wire

cable to the socket, with a plug at the other end.

The cost, you ask? I'm almost ashamed to tell you.

It totals sixty-five cents complete!

The stand is purposely heavy, weighing ten pounds. It

won't topple over if you accidentally brush against it. It

stays where you put it and doesn't jiggle around.

The aluminum dishpan-ref lector casts a soft, warm
light. Light intensity is controlled by changing bulbs,

using Photoflood and Mazda bulbs of assorted sizes. If

diffusion is wanted, hang a piece of thin tissue paper or

thin silk over the reflector.

It's collapsible. Fald it up and toss it in your car, if you

wish. If you're fussy, paint it with enamel of a desired

color. That may make the cost jump another ten cents.

Rose prefers his in the natural metal finish; it doesn't

show marks from being banged about.

Continued on page 534
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This Matter of

E
very so often, in professional discussions of

lighting, the phrase "balancing light" crops up. To

the fellow who has never tried movie-making with

artificial lights, the phrase sounds as if it must mean some-

thing as intricate as the tricks of a Japanese juggler. Ac-

tually, it is just commonsense applied to lighting.

A motion picture is simply a pattern of light and shade

thrown on a flat, white screen. The light and shade in

the pattern reproduce what the camera saw when the pic-

ture was made. If there's too much light in one place,

and not enough in another, camera, film and projector

will carry it through to the screen and an unsatisfactory

picture. "Balancing light" is simply a matter of prevent-

ing this—making the camera see a photographically pleas-

ing picture.

Suppose, for instance, we have a pretty girl sitting in

a room, behind a window. Through the window, we see

the sunlit landscape. Within the room is only the ordin-

ary scattered light that comes through the other windows.

Now, check up on things with your exposure-meter. Shoot-

ing through the window, the meter may indicate f:!! as

the correct exposure. Shooting at the girl, inside the

room, you'll be lucky to get a reading of f:1.8. In other

words, you have 38 times as much light in the background

as you do in the foreground! No film ever made has

enough latitude to give a pleasing picture of both elements

at once. Either the distance through the window will be

properly exposed, with the inside of the room just a black

silhouette, or the room and the girl will be rightly exposed,

and the view through the window will be a distracting

white overexposure.

Now, set up a couple of photofloods inside the room,

illuminating the girl, and take another reading. (Remem-

ber to re-set your meter for incandescent light!) In a

close shot, you may get a reading around f:5.6. Now the

difference in illumination is much smaller—the scene be-

yond the window reflects only four times as much light

as the part of the scene in the room. This is well within

the latitude of the better types of substandard film, and

though the background will still be slightly overexposed,

the picture will be pretty satisfactory.

If you like, you can add more light in the foreground,

until both halves of the scene give the same reading, and

the result on the screen is uniform. In other words, you

have balanced the lighting of the two parts of your scene.

This is, of course, a rather elementary bit of balancing,

and one not always encountered in ordinary home-film-

ing. The next thing is to apply the idea of balancing light

to regular run-of-the-mill interiors.

Well, let's take the same girl to another part of the

room. There isn't enough light to do much exposing with,

whether it is daytime or night, so we'll have to shoot en-

tirely by artificial light.

In this case, the problem isn't merely one of getting

enough light to make an exposure possible. It is also a

matter of arranging the light so that the camera will see

a pleasing picture.

If exposure were all we wanted, it would be a simple

matter to set up one lamp as close to the center line of

your camera's view as you could get it. If that one weren't

enough, you could set another beside it, just on the other

side of the camera.

Balancing Light

by

Walter Blanchard

But what sort of a picture would this give? A flat one.

Everything would be evenly illuminated; there would be

practically no shadows. On the screen, the only thing that

indicates roundness and depth in a picture is the inter-

play of highlight and shadow, so if you kill the shadows,

you kill the roundness and depth that make the picture

seem natural.

Clearly, our lighting must not be balanced so as to can-

cel out all shadows, but so as to create them.

There are a number of ways to do this. Probably the

simplest way is to put more light where we want highlights,

leaving less light where we want shadows. In this way,

your shadows will be real shadows, not harsh, black

patches. Suppose we take one of our two lamps and move

it closer to the girl. As it is nearer, its rays are spread

over a smaller area, and accordingly, they are stronger.

On the screen, the effect is much more natural; one side

of the face is softly shadowed, the other slightly high-

lighted. We begin to get an idea of natural modelling.

Of course, if the nearer light is too close or too strong,

it will flatten that side. If it is too low, there will be no

trace of shadow beneath that side of the jaw, and our

pretty girl will seem a chinless wonder. But if the two

light-sources are reasonably well balanced, you'll get o

good picture every time.

If you wont a rule for it, try to balance things so that

the highlight side gets slightly less than twice as much

light as the shadow side. In some cases, with super-fast

films, it may be safe to increase this slightly, because of

the way the film reaches into the shadows. Always ex-

pose for the shadow-side; the highlights will take care of

themselves if the light is properly balanced.

All of this is premised on close shots, but it works just

as well for longer shots, too. Only, you'll need more

lamps, since your picture is covering a larger area, and

the lamps must of necessity be farther from the subjects.

For the more distant shots, it is a good idea to use

several lamps especially to illuminate the people, and

others especially to illuminate the background. In this

way, you can be sure of getting a good exposure through-

out, rather than well-lit people moving against a shadowy,

underexposed background.

Of course there's no such thing as a real all-purpose

lighting set-up. But for long-shots, the nearest thing to

such an ideal set-up is to put one unit fairly near the cam-

era, for the shadow-side lighting of the people, and an-

other much closer in, on the other side of the camera, for

Continued on page 534
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The gift that brings the world home . . .Jn

PERSONAL movies of children at
play, their smiles, their gestures

. . . the color and movement in
foreign streets and harhors. . . the
high spots of sports and hobhies.

CINE-KODAK EIGHT,
MODEL 20, costs only

S34.50. Gives you 20
to 30 full-length black-

and-white movie scenes
on a roll of film costing

finished, ready to

show.

.

.Your own mov-
ies for 10c a “shot.”

CINE-KODAK EIGHT,
MODEL 60, offers the econ-
omy of 8 mm. film in a de
luxe camera. Its ultra-fast

/.1.9 lens is interchangea-
ble with a telephoto lens

(extra) which magnifies
objects three times. With
carrying case, $91.50.

hat other gift could mean so
much? Your dealer >vill show you
these Cine-Kodaks, and the excel-
lent movies they make. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

MAGAZINE CINE-
KODAK (16 mm.) The
film comes in a maga-
zine. Just slip the mag-
azine into place, close

the camera cover and
shoot. With /.1.9 lens,

$125; including carry-

ing case, $137.50.

CINE-KODAK K (16 mm.)
The world’s most widely used
home movie camera. You get

clear, brilliant movies at the
touch of a button. Loads with
full 100 feet of 16 mm. film.

W i t h / . 1 . 9 lens,
C $112.50; ineluding

carrying case, $125.

ALL THESE CAMERAS MAKE MOVIES IN GORGEOUS FULL COLOR WITH KODACHROME FILM...

NO EXTRAS TO BUY, NO GADGETS, EASY TO MAKE AS BLACK-AND-WHITE

I
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To those who thoughtfully give VICTOR
16mm Equipment at Christmas Time, there

comes the assurance of a gift immeasurable

and lasting in value.

Only in VICTOR can be found those ad-

vanced features that give the utmost in re-

sults. Priceless films of friends, family, and

happy memories are completely protected

against mutilation during projection by the

VICTOR Patented Automatic Safety Trip.

Giver and recipient share the pride and pleas-

ure of such a gift. Visit your VICTOR Dealer

—inspect the three beoutiful compact VIC-

TORj6mm Cameras, the Silent and Sound

Projectors, and note the many invaluable fea-

tures aftd incomparable values that VICTOR
alone can offer .... to make yours MORE
than a Gift.

.ANIM,AT0
Davenport, Iowa

/

H CMP0Ri|TI0N\
City

j
Chicago Lps Angeles
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chances are an idea will pop into your head for a title

that will give it interest right off the bat. I remember
one amateur picture I saw that was a travel subject, but

the idea was built around the automobile used. It was a

second hand affair and the amateur kidded the car

throughout the picture, but bragged about the many in-

teresting places “Pegasus" took him. Even the name of

the car gave the picture interest. Sometimes the author

would claim that “Pegasus didn't think so much of such

and such a place so, of course we didn't stay long."

This business of making continuity of seemingly nothing

is a matter of analysis. Suppose you find yourself con-

fronted with practically nothing but travel and scenic pic-

tures. In other words that is the only type you make.

Now break them down into other classifications and the

chances are you will find a number of mighty fine subjects.

Undoubtedly many of them will contain water. String all

of them together and I bet you dollars to doughnuts that

somewhere you will find a poem that would work out splen-

didly as your theme. Poets like to write about water

and photographers love to photograph water.

Tennyson's Brook was done several years ago and en-

tered in one of our annual contests. Undoubtedly this

man shot it as a continuity and did not string it to-

gether. But we do believe that many amateurs have a

Tennyson's brook among their pictures. Look around for

a poem on water, you will find little difficulty in illustrat-

ing it.

Supposing you have a lot of trees, possibly the song

Elmer Dyer, A.S.C.

nd yze Odd Shots

S
INCE RELEASING my picture, “Dare Devils of the

Air," in 1 6mm for home use I have been asked by
many amateurs whether I shot the picture especially

for I 6mm.
During my many years of shooting professional air pic-

tures I have accumulated a library of air scenes that is

considered by many the most complete in Hollywood. This
library includes practically every thrill that has ever been
conceived by daring pilots for motion pictures.

I have in this library hundreds of shots of formations,
“dog fights," crashes, ships out of control and everything
in air stunts that makes the blood flow faster and the

hair stand on ends.

This was accumulated entirely for library use, but when
the 16mm movie bug hit me I wanted some of this for

home consumption to show my friends.

Between pictures I decided to go over all of my air stuff

and attempt a 16mm picture for release. Things had to

be tied together; then edited and properly titled.

While the picture is complete in detail and flows swift-

ly, smoothly and excitingly, the thought struck me when
doing it that many amateurs have material that would
make fine pictures for them if they would look at it from
a continuity stand-point.

Perhaps my material was simple. I was concentrating
on air stuff. This, however, points a lesson to first break
your material down into some sort of classification. If

it is travel material, string it all together—that is those
scenes that pertain to travel—project them and the

Continuity

by

Elmer Dyer, A.S.C.

Ace Air Cinematographer

“Only God Can Make a Tree" will supply you with the

proper sub titles, . . . and if you use records for thematic
music you have something made to order for an unusually
interesting picture for anyone to see.

Educating yourself to find continuity is just the same
cs educating yourself to find a good picture, to judge the

right exposure and the other things that make photog-
raphy interesting. If, however, you can develop a flair

for continuity you are making definite headway in movies.

Without continuity movies are merely a series of still

pictures. It is continuity or semblance of story that makes
movies the interesting hobby they are. It is the possibility

Continued on page 535
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S-h-h! Cine-Cameras Turn to Detective

M ove over, Mr. Philo Vance, Mr. Nero Wolfe, Mr.

Charles Chon—move over, I soy, and moke room

for o new crime detector and justice purveyor, Mr.

Cine Camera.

For this innocent appearing instrument, renowned as a

household companion, a dispenser of entertainment and an

aid to the scientist, is now revealed as a forceful agent in

battling the subversive elements that filter into the best

regulated communities.

Picture for yourself a typical, dusty courtroom in New

York. The somnolent judge is hearing a girl's claim to

a young fortune, a round $200,000 to be exact. A bored

and not too-comprehending jury is groggy under a bar-

rage of expert and conflicting testimony.

It appears the girl's career has been irreparably blasted.

A dancer, employed in a night club, with a movie con-

tract just around the corner, has slipped and fallen while

disembarking from an escalator in a prominent depart-

ment store. One leg, indispensable to her art, is so per-

manently crippled as result that she can scarcely walk,

let alone dance.

.She is a wan and forlorn creoture as she painfully

hitches to the witness stand. Medical authorities sup-

port the plaintiff's contention. It seems the poor girl has

a sure-fire case.

The defense calmly introduces a surprise witness. He

is a motion picture cameraman, he states, and has recent-

ly been taking a few interesting shots of the plaintiff.

He specifies dates, times and places. He presents a roll

of 16mm. film as evidence.

In the darkened courtroom, a suddenly interested judge

and jury lean forward eagerly under the invitation to

"look at some moom pitchers." Across the portable

screen flash images, readily recognized and identified as

the plaintive plaintiff.

She is shown on a Sunday morning skipping happily from

her aportment building, in beach attire, and into a car

of friends similarly dressed. It shows her at a seaside

resort indulging in the usual assortment of beach antics;

running and splashing in the surf, playing with a beach

ball, and even giving vent to ebullient holiday spirits with

a couple of vivacious high kicks. She is rriost evidently

enjoying radiant health. She most evidently is suffering

from no impairment of leg use or control.

Judge and jury believe what they see pictured. The

case is tossed out the window. A reputable business con-

cern is saved from a sizable mulcting by an unscrupulous

combination of shyster lawyer, doctor and plaintiff. A
cine-camera gave more compelling evidence in fifteen

minutes, evidence that could be understood and could not

be undermined by any cross-examination, than did hours

of verbal testimony.

Use of films in court actions, criminal and civil, is grow-

ing rapidly. When presented properly, most courts will

accept them as exhibits and evidence. Opposing attorneys

find it difficult to object to their introduction without

prejudicing their own case.

In a few instances, these objections have been based

on elaborate arguments that motion pictures are not

necessarily true and faithful reproductions of a setting

—

and quote current studio productions as proof. They en-

Work

by

Grahame G. Graham

deavor to discredit the offered films by references to trick

shots, process photography, composite pictures and other

camera expedients.

But this contention quickly collapses when the principle

of reversal film is explained. The film to be shown is

the actual original film that was in the camera, not a

print nor a copy; a most vital legal point.

One of the country's leading exponents of this modern

brand of truth seeking in crime detection is William Sandel,

of Glendale, California, A private investigator of veteran

experience, he turned to the cine-camera some years back

in the endeavor to cut through the legal entanglements

that surround most forms of procurable evidence. He

likes it for its utter truthfulness. It condemns the guilty

and exonerates the innocent with unfailing impartiality.

There are, he reports, two important factors to success

in this work: a great degree of personal patience and a

camera with telephoto lens. He uses a Bell & Howell

turret type instrument fitted with a six-inch f4.5 lens. It

will image recognizable features 150 feet distant, his cus-

tomary focal distance inasmuch as all shots are necessarily

"grab" shots taken without the subject being aware of

the photogrophing.

To avoid courtroom controversy, his camera has but the

one speed of 16 frames per second. Projection is at this

normal speed and hence there can be no question raised

as to the truthfulness of any action screened.

He usually shoots from his closed car as it provides

both the desired elements of rapid mobility- and partial

seclusion. Many shots are taken through the glass wind-

shield or side windows of the car. Mainly he rests his

camera on the steering wheel for rigid support. Strangely

enough, he finds his results only slightly affected by the

intervening glass. Now ond then, he will pick up a slight

reflection depending on relotion of the car to the sun's

direction, but not often. In short, shooting from inside

the car is not a serious obstacle.

Weather or light conditions can not be allowed to in-

terfere with an assignment. Unsavory characters per-

form on dull days as well as on bright. Nor can he use

a light meter on his subject because of distance. And,

more often than not, he is shooting from the cool shadow

of his car with the subject exposed to hot sunshine. As

result, he has acquired uncanny ability in estimating light

values existing at far points.

This is of great importance. After standing virgil for

several days for a person to appear in photographic range,

the awaited opportunity must be filmed instantly. There

Continued on page 534



He’s probably wanted a Weston for a long, long time. So what gift would be

more appreciated on this Christmas morn. For the amateur or professional . .

.

taking stills, miniatures, movies, or using the critical color film . . . the Weston
Exposure Meter will assure years of perfect photography . . . years of enjoy-

ment and satisfaction from this ideal Xmas gift. See the Weston at your

nearest photographic dealer’s, or, write for literature . . . Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, 598 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.
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HUGO
MEYER
Cine Lenses
Welcome Gifts

at Christmas

If you contemplate a

gift, this Christmas,

to a camera-minded

member of your fam-

ily—we cannot think

of anything that the

discriminating movie
maker might prefer

I

to a Hugo Meyer
Lens. He knows that

one of these, whether

it be normal focus,

wide angle or telephoto, will enhance

the effectiveness of his camera end
i

provide him with a keener pleasure in

the making of pictures.

Hugo Meyer Lenses are adapted
for Simplex, Victor, Filmo, Cine-
Kodak Special and other 16 and
35mm cameras.

KINO-PLASMAT f 1.5, focal lengths
from 15mm to 3 1-2 inches.

TRIOPLAN f 2.8, focal lengths from
15mm to 4 inches.

TELE-MECOR f 4 and f/5.5, 3, 4,

6, 7, 10, 12 inch focal lengths.

Literature on Request.

HUGO MEYER & CO.
245 West 55th Street New York

CINEQUE
PRESENTS

A NEW LINE OF

16MM
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS
SEMI-ORTHO

per 100 feet . .

RAPID PANCHROMATIC
per 100 feet . . .

ULTRA-RAPID
PANCHROMATIC

per 100 feet . . .

Eastman SUPER-X Pan-
chromatic NEGATIVE
and POSITIVE

per 100 feet . . .

$2
“

$4“

$5
“

$7™

All Prices Include Processhis

ENLARGING
EDITING

DUPLICATING
TITLING

Write to

Cineque Laboratories^ Inc.

123 W. 64th Street

New York City

Let’s Make Some Trick TitI es

Continued from page 523

shot, have camera and tube pointing at

a downward angle, and hold a photo-

flood unit close to the ground glass,

while you revolve the tube. The more

mirror-sides you have to your kaleido-

scope-tube, the more tricky will be the

reflections.

You can get some very interesting

melting effects in Kodachrome titles by

the use of colored candle-wax, or col-

ored paraffin, molded into letters. Put-

ting these into a flat pan (like a cookie-

tin), which in turn is put on a gas stove

or an electric heater, you mount the

camera to shoot down onto the letters,

and arrange the light so you get shad-

ows to throw them into relief. As the

paraffin gets hot, it melts—and so does

your title. You can melt the words in

or out, according to whether they are

right-side-up or upside-down in relation

to the camera.

Now that Kodachrome is available for

Leica and Contax, you can naturally use

Kodachrome slides and a miniature

slide-projector for making Kodachrome
titles. Simply project the slide onto a

sheet of ground-glass, and place your

camera on the opposite side, to photo-

graph the projected image from behind.

Carrying this idea one step farther,

you can make titles using the begin-

ning of your actual Kodachrome scene

for a background. Instead of a Leica

slide-projectar, use your regular 16mm.
or 8mm. projector. For your title-let-

tering, if you aren't a double-exposure

enthusiast, you can use white or silver

letters on a sheet of clear celluloid or

cellophane placed a bit in front of the

ground-glass projection screen. Arrange

the front lighting so that no direct light

hits the ground-glass screen. You can

stop your camera's lens down pretty

well, to increase the depth of focus, so

that both letters and background are

reasonably sharp. Now, indulge in

some stop-motion work on both the

camera and projector: expose a frame

or two, stop the camera, move the pro-

jector ahead one frame, expose another

frame in the camera, and so on. This

would be rather tedious if you tried to

expose a whole scene; but after you

have shot enough footage so the title

can be read, you can stop, and cut your

title-film directly into the original film.

It's a good idea to mark the last frame

you used in the projection-shot, to

simplify the cutting and minimize the

chance of a "jump" on the screen.

You can work all sorts of tricks into

a title like this. For instance, you can

fade the projected part in with a fad-

ing-glass, and then fade the lettering

in and out by dimming the front lights.

CRAIG
SPLICER and REWINDS

CRAIG JUNIOR COMBINATION S8.50
junior Splicer with two geared rewinds

all mounted on 21" board.
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.

1053 So. Olive St. Los Angeles, Cal.

16mm
j
lieneral Cine \

Supersensitive — Panchromatic 16mm
NEGATIVE — Positive Film

100 ft. . . $5.00
A Negative for Safe-Keeping—

A

Positive for Projection—at the
price of one film

Specialists in Developing—Printing and
Titles

GENERAL CINE SERVICE
204 East 18th Street New York

Sound
I I

Silent

BINDER
for

American Cinematosrapher

holds 1 2 issues

It binds without cutting or punch-

ing the magazine. Binder opens

flat as a bound book.

Price $2.00

American Cinematographer

6362 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood. Calif.

A new exclusive
Fine Crain Finishing Service

for LEICA, ARCUS, CONTAX
and other miniature camera users.

Special Quality Enlargements, Complete
16mm. and 8mm. line of home

movie equipment.
HOLLYWOOD CINE FILM

DISTRIBUTORS
1431-33 No. Highland Ave.

Hollywood California

RiDUCTlOHS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO. W. COLBURN
8|iccUif.

# 7100 N.Washtenaw Ave

• CHICAGO. ILL
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And by using a fading-glass on the

camera, it should be possible to make
Kodachrome lap-dissolves from one

scene to another, from a title to a

scene, and so on. Even though you use

the new Type A Kodachrome, you may
find it necessary to experiment a bit

with a graduated blue filter until your

color-balance in the copied film is cor-

rect, and the idea naturally won't work

at all if your projector has a greenish

gald-glass fire-shutter. But it offers a

simple substitute for optical printing.

Micro-Filming the Smallest

Known Organism

Continued from page 524

amoebae. But they still insisted on dy-

ing before we could get the camera

started.

Then we placed the water in a refrig-

erator and chilled it to just above the

freezing point. Camera was in place,

focused, and started running. Then the

lights were turned on. This procedure

proved resultful. I had abaut six feet

af film showing the amoebae swimming

around and indulging in their quaint

custam of propagating by division. Then

they would succumb to the heat and

light.

That is, of the film that went through

the camera, six feet of it was worth

saving. In running time, that repre-

sents ten seconds.

By repeating the practice patiently

and with great observance of detail, I

finally secured sufficient of these ten-

second strips of action to provide ample

footage for the doctors' research.

The microscope gave magnification of

six hundred diameters. Further magni-

fication was gained by projection from

the 16mm. film to the screen. Depend-

ing on distance from film to screen, this

further magnification would be several

hundred.

Thus, a micrascopic organism, invis-

ible to the eye, was shown big as a

watermelon for its most intimate idia-

syncrasies to be noted in detail for the

benefit of science and mankind.

Later, symptomatic evidences of the

two patients and other pathological

data was filmed and added to the amoe-

ba footage, praviding a complete visual

document of the effect and cause of

this strange disease of unpronounceable

title that for the first time invaded our

shores.

Exhibited before a meeting of the

American College of Surgeons to an in-

ternational audience, it evoked much
favorable comment and was rated as a

considerable contribution to the profes-

sion's sum total of reference material

on the subject.

Photographing a subject you can't see

does hove its fascinations.

CRYSTAL BEADED SCREENS & ACCESSORIES

otevet

PROJECTOR CARRYING CASE IRITELITE TWINFLECTOR

Here is the greatest value of all! A genuine BRITELITE
TRUVISION Crystal Beaded Screen contained in a beauti-
ful leatherette covered case with nickeled trimmings. —
Built in 'six sizes. Retails from SI 2.00 upward. Other
BRITELITE-TRUVISION screens in all types at popular
prices are also available. Send now for complete illus-

trative literature.

A constant source of pride and pleasure, ever
increasing as time goes on — that's what a
BRITELITE'TRUVISION Crystal Beaded Screen will

mean to you. See these remarkable new screens
today at yaur dealer's. At the same time, you'll

be amazed at the clever BRITELITE Accessories

—

novel devices that do so much to make movie
making enjoyable—more practical!

New 1937 illustrated

Catalog and Price List

now reody — send for

PROJECTOR CARRYING CASE
7h« BRITELITE De Luie Model—built
for the new Keystone A-81 Projector
Mokes projecting conveniently easy.
Retoils for SA.OO. Other models
ovoiloble for oil stondord mokes.

No. 8 REEL CASE
This BRITELITE-TRUVISION unit n
equipped with o humidifying device
to keep your film in good condition.
Hondsome eorrying cose with fine

nickeled trimmings. RetoiU for S4.00

BRITELITE TWINFLECTOR
The smortest indoor lighting unit
developed in years. It's o veritable
‘studio robot':! Roises to o height
®f ft. ond hos o 5 ft. rodius
Retcils complete for S8.S0.

TRIPOD MODEL SCREEN
The improved BRITELITE-TRUVISION
Tripod Screen. Action is entirely
outomotic — it sets up instantly*
Avoiloble in three populor sites, to
retail from $20 00 upword

528 West 26tli Stred • New Vork Ci(v, N. Y,
1
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Foto Shop lOiiiiii

FILM 82.10
2 lOO ft. Rolls - - ^1.00

FOTOSIlOP ritlCF^
are LOWEST!
By maintaining our own iaborator-

ie$ for the processing of CINE and

STILL films we can speedily and

efficiently fill your order at big

savings.

RAPID PANCHROMATIC

per 100 ft. roll . . .
$3.50

JLTRA-RAPID PAN
2 100-ft. rolls—$8.00

FREE CIRCULAR

.25

sent on request giving details on

our ECONOMY cine films.

MOTION and STILL picture equip-

ment bought, sold and exchanged

. . . most liberal allowances at—

FOTOSHOP, liic.
136%-A West 32nd Street

New York City

"DARE DEVILS OF THE AIR"

Stunt men, ace pilots, trick flyers

risk their necks to give you thrills.

Produced and Photographed by

ELMER DYER
Hollywood’s Ace Air Cinematographer

400 ft. of 16mm only $20.00

NuART PRODUCTIONS
108 S. Jolla, Hollywood, Calif.

GOER
L E S E S
FOR FOOTBALL
and other Sports
KINO-HYPAR

f 27 and f 3

Long Focus Lenses
3 and 4" focal lengths

Ideal for purposes of sport and travel
cinematography and for the interesting
closeups that races and games afford.
A Kino-Hypar Long Focus Lens is the
Distance Eye of your camera, portray-
ing the remote object in clear and
accurate detail.

Catalog B-11 on request

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 East 34th St. New York

Bal dneing Light
Continued from page 526

the highlight side, while for lighting the

background, you might use one single

unit for the shadow-side, and a twin-

lamp unit for the high-light side. If

your people are going to move around
much, you will very likely need addi-

tional lamps to illuminate them: simply

add them as needed (it's easy, now the

Photoflood units are so much cheaper!)

and remember to keep them properly

balanced, so that all through the picture

you have one side definitely highlight,

the other definitely shadow.

Don't overlook, either, the possibili-

ties offered in this balancing by the vari-

ous sizes of Photofloods now available.

In addition to the standard Photofloods,

there are smaller, half-size globes, sev-

eral sizes of opal-glass Photofloods

which give a more diffused light, and

the big No. 4 Photofloods which require

a Mogul-base socket, and turn out more
than three times as much light as the

standard type.

Another thing: don't overlook the

possibilities offered by the room itself.

Regular and small-size Photofloods,

judiciously placed in regular wall-fix-

tures, tables and reading lamps, and so

on, will help to make the room look

natural on the screen. And they will

put in additional highlights and shadows

that add to the illusion of depth and

roundness.

Above all—don't be afraid of shad-

dows! For without shadows, we can't

perceive highlights. Shadows, quite as

much as highlights, "make" the picture.

Your Yuletide Film

Continued from page 521

SCENE 32: MEDIUM SHOT. The
table guests raise their wine glasses.

SCENE 33: CLOSE SHOT. Showing

the glasses only, held aloft, a toast

manifestly being given. FADE IN the

superimposed title MERRY CHRISTMAS.
FADE OUT slowly.

Street scenes and other exteriors

should reflect the Holiday scene. If

you can get out on a Sunday morning

and manage to shoot the typical Christ-

mas store window-displays, it will be a

good item. A Pola-screen will cut the

glare and reflection usually coming
from large areas of glass. Community
celebrations, outdoor illuminated trees,

especially those encrusted with ice found

in some sections, and other colorful

Yule items can be added.

And for scenes of your children with

Santa Claus, arrange with a nearby

store using such a character for adver-

tising to have the rotund and costumed
personage give you a few minutes out

in the sunlight during a time of day

when visitors are few.

Professional Lighting Units at

Amateur Cost

Continued from page 525

When cornered. Rose will break down
and confess to having one item of light-

ing equipment that he rather shamedly
admits is more expensive. It is a baby
spot light. It, with its stand, cost three

dollars and eighty-three cents!

The stand is the same as before, but

with a U shaped wooden frame at the

top. At a window-display concern, he

purchased a second-hand window dis-

play spotlight such as window trimmers

use. For it, he plunged—three dollars

worth. It hangs in the U frame with

thumbscrews enabling it to be fixed in

any wanted direction.

It acts as a focusing control to throw

a flood or spot light as desired. It is a

decidedly useful unit for general or back
lighting and for getting highlights in

close-ups. The remaining eighteen

cents of cost was, he agrees, rank ex-

travagence. He saw a fancy switch at

that price and fell for it.

For all practical photographic pur-

poses, it is the lighting equivalent of a

baby spot costing around fifty dollars.

He has several silver reflectors. They
are of 3-ply 1 -inch wood, four feet by

two, hinged half way along the four-feet

side, and covered with painter's silver

leaf. They cast a very soft and even

light that eyes can look straight at

without blinking. Cost is but a few

cents.

Rose made these handy tools not

from a money-saving standpoint so

much as he wanted them to certain de-

sign and couldn't find them at local

stores to satisfy both his preference and
purse.

He gladly offers them, and the ac-

companying illustration, as suggestion

to other amateurs who can wield simple

tools. Particularly in far-away points

or in communities not boasting fully-

stocked camera supply stores, should

they be welcome. And by amateurs to

whom prices of store equipment stand

in the way of making interior shots.

Detective Work with Camera

Continued from page 530

is no time for considered or deliberate

determination of exposure or focus. He
grabs his camera, makes snap adjust-

ments—and shoots. His photographic

qualities average amazingly high, again

showing that extensive puttering with

camera adjustments is not a require-

ment to good work. It's a case of

knowing your camera and of judging

light.

Sandel never fails to get his man.
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cinematically speaking. His most

amusing experience was filming a known
criminal meeting several of his cohorts

in imagined privacy of his back yard.

Sandel filmed the group through a knot-

hole in a fence.

The work has few thrills. It's most-

ly dogged perseverance. But he looks

forward to having a real thrill some day.

He would like to be on hand with his

camera just as a band of bank robbers

came running from the hold-up scene,

smoking guns in hand and loot in the

other. Such a film would be interest-

ing evidence to show in court, he feels.

He can imagine the surprise of the rob-

bers at being so completely identified

as they gaze at the screen.

Analyze Your Odd Shots

for Continuity

Continued from page 529

of continuity that made them commer-
cially possible. Movies and continu-

ity are practically synonymous . . . one

goes with the other.

To make my picture "Dare Devils of

the Air" I needed personalities; other-

wise to merely state that the daring

pilot did so and so and then show you
the picture would not be so convincing

as to say Roscoe Turner performed the

trick. I selected such famous flyers

as Michel Detroyat, Milo Bucham,
world's champion upside down flier; the

great German war ace, Major Ude,

picking a hankerchief from the ground
with the tip of his wing. The fearless

"Hollywood Trio" of motion picture

stunt flyers; Captain Alex Papana of

Roumania; the Italian ace, Falconia and
Die Granere, Canadian world war ace.

To create interesting movies you

must have more than good photograph
lighting and composition, you must al-

so hove continuity.

CORREaiON!
In the November issue of the

American Cinematographer an er-

roneous statement inadvertently

appeared in the advertisement

which announced the formation of

Camera Equipment, Inc.

The statement, "A staff of

cameramen will shoot shorts of

every type," should not have ap-
peared. Frank Zucker wishes to

correct any false impression which
may have resulted from this mis-
leading phrase.

THE ORIGINAL MINIATURE CANDID CAMERA

Model G with

PRICES START AT $98.40 - U. S. PAT. NO. 1.960,044
Speed Lens

E. LEITZ, INC. • DEPT.' 224 • 60 EAST lOth STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Branch Offices in CHICAGO • WASHINGTON - LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

^rca

These action shots of

''Shorty” and "Ditto” fa-

mous screen monkeys,

owned by Mr. Haeseler

of Hollywood were shot

with a Leica. Only the

"click-spin-click” of a

lightning Leica can get action while it's happening, yet produce
sharply focussed snaps that arrest the fastest motion.

ACCURACY • Built-in autofocal range SPEED • One full second to 1/1000 of a

finder automatically focuses every shot in- second— the greatest range of shutter

stantly and accurately. speeds of any miniature camera.

BOOKS FOR CANDID CAMERA FANS

The 500 page "Leica Manual” covers lights, timing, posing, developing,
printing and enlarging, $4.00. New 1937 Leica Photographic Annual—
$3.00, Both at your photographic dealer. Write for FREE copy of our
magazine Leica Photography,

Prize Winners

The prize winners of the American
Cinematographer 1936 Amateur Movie

contest will be announced in the Janu-

ary issue of this magazine . . . that is

the next issue.

At the time of going to press every-

thing points to an entry fully as big as

last year. Many of the old favorites are

among those submitting film, but new
names are coming into the picture—and
several with some very fine film if pre-

liminary judging is any indication.

C I N E A N D
MINIATURECAMERA
SPECIALISTS

MORGAN
CAMERA
SHOP

SUNSET AT VINE
HOLLYWOOD

Watch for the winners in next

month's issue.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

35MM. NEGATIVE fresh Eastman and Dupont
stock — panchromatic — super-sensitive—superior—grayback, $2.50 per hundred
feet. 100 ft., daylight loading rolls, $2.'/

5

each. 10% discount on all orders accom-
panied by this coupon. F.O.B. Hollywood.
PACIFIC COAST RAW FILM CO., 1558
No. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif.

TWO 35MM SIMPLEX PROJECTORS equipped
with rear shutters and RCA sound heads.
Cinema Arts & Crafts, 914 No. Fairfax
Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

BELL & HOWELL 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER,
Generators, Panel Control Boards, Duplex
Printers, Sound Moviolas, Developing Ma-
chines, Blimps, Dolly, B & H Splicers, Mit-
chell and B & H Silent Cameras, Motors,
High Speed Gear Boxes, Light Testers,
Projection and Lighting Equipment. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect.
Send for 1937 Bargain Catalogue. Holly-
wood Camera Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, California. Cable Ho-
camex.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAM-
ERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., N,
Y. C. Established since 1910.

FAMOUS FOR BARGAI NS—THAT’S S.O.S.
HERE ARE lUST A FEW: RCA Galvano-
meters, $75.00; Western Electro Record-
ing Amplifiers, from $4j.50; W. E. Con-
denser Microphones, $95.00; Fox Movie-
tone Recording Cameras, $975.00; RCA
Photophone Variable Area Studio Records,
brand new, $1495.00; Background projec-
tion screens, $144.00. Loads of others;
lists free. S.O.S., 1600-F Broadway, New
York.

SILENC ED Mitchell Camera, 40, 50 and 75mm.
Astro F2.3 Lenses, Upright Mitchell Finder,
Mitchell Matt Box and Sunshade, two
1000 ft. Magazines, Friction Tripod Head
and Legs, complete equipment with Car-
rying Cases, $2600. Camera Supply Co.,
Ltd., 1515 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

SEE HOW WE SAVE YOU MONEY-
BRAND NEW Bargaingrams describe Ca-
meras, Tripods, Recording Systems, Pro-
jectors, Printers, Moviolas, Motors, Mag-
azines, Animators, Galvanometers, new
and used. We’ll trade. S.O.S., 1600-F
Broadway, New York.

DEBRIE MODEL L with three lenses, fitted
for outside Bell & Howell magazines and
inside DeBrie, includes two Bell & Howell
400 ft. and six DeBrie 400 ft., complete
with cases and DeBrie tripod—all equal
to new. Price $875.00. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago,
I llinois.

BELL-HOWELL CAMERA SILENCED, adapt-
ed for color, variable area, single system
sound. Complete outfit, like new, ready
to shoot. .$2750.00. FHollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Holly-
wood, California. Cable Hocamex.

USED STINEMAN 35mm Studio Developing
Outfit, three nesting tanks, one 200-foot,
two 100 foot reels, in case, complete,
SI 00.00. Also Stineman 35mm Printer,
$45.00. just the thing for an expedition.
Camera Supply Co., 1515 No. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

POWERS CINEPHONE RECORDERS — sound
heads for Simplex, dynamic and condens-
er microphones, synchronous and D.C. in-

terlock camera motors, portable recording
amplifiers. Motion Picture Camera Supply,
Inc., 723 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Cable address: “Cinecamera.”

WALL SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAMERA
with direct drive motor, new type move-
ment, variable area high fidelity galvano-
meter, microphone, amplifier, lenses, tri-

pod and accessories. Complete, ready tor
operation. Rebuilt silenced and standard
Bell & Howell 170 degree Cameras—Hi-
speed gear boxes — new Fearless shuttles
for Bell & Howell. Portable blimp with
follow focus for Mitchell Camera. Pre-
cision, DeBrie and Bell & Howell pan and
tilt tripods. Bell & Howell 1000-ft.. 400-
ft. magazines. Motors, sunshades, finders,
lenses and all accessories. Write, wire or
cable. MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUP-
PI Y, INC., 723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW
YORK, N. Y. CINECAMERA.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT. Double system.
2 Microphones, two channel input Ampli-
fiers, Recorder, Batteries, Cases, Cables,
etc. Perfect condition, $950.00. St.

George, 130 West 46th Street, New York.

WANTED

WANTED. We pay cash for everything pho-
tographic. Send full information and low-
est cash prices. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

A USED STRONG baby portable reflector arc
lamp, ana 1 5 ampere Nat.onal rectifier,

joe Kocher, 849 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

HOW ABOUT CLEANING HOUSE? WE’LL
BUY Used Cameras, Lenses, Recorders,
Printers, Splicers, Tripods, Cinemotors,
Magazines, Microphones, Amplifiers, Pro-
jectors, Laboratory and Studio Equipment.
Trades taken-Bargains galore. S.O.S., 1600-
F Broadway, New York.

WE WANT TO BUY
All Types of Cameras

We pay the highest cash prices for Mitchell,

B & H, Akeley, DeBrie, Eyemo and other
makes of cameras and camera accessories.

\Ve also want tripods, motors, magazines,
cutting room and laboratory equipment. Tell

us what you have! Get Our price offer!!

CAMERA EQUIPMENT, INC.

1 600 Broadway New York City

PATENT ATTORNEYS

INVENTIONS PATENTED, trade marks regis-

tered, Samuel Goldstein, Registered Patent
Attorney, write for literature on success-
ful services performed, 275 E. Gunhill

Rd., New York City.

INVENTIONS

1 AM IN CONTACT WITH FINANCIAL IN-
TERESTS who finance and promote inven-
tions. Samuel Goldstein, 275 E. Gunhilll

Rd., New York City.

Back Issues of American

Cinematosrapher on Hand
A

1936—All months. 1927—All months except Octo-

1935—None. ber.

1934—Jonuory, March, April, 1926—All months.

July, August September, 1925—All months except

1933—Jon., Feb., March, April, November.
May, June, October, Nov-
ember, December. 1924—All months.

1932—All months except 1923—January, March, April,

October. May, July, August, Sep-
tember, December.

1931—All months.

1930—All months. 1922—January, February, March,

1929—All months.
May, August, October,

November, December.
1928—Jon., Feb., March, April,

May, June, July, August, 1921—October, November, De-

November, December. cember.

All Back Issues Are Priced at 30c in Single Copies

A

American (.inematographer
633 1 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.



A JUNIOR
S O C I E T Y
for the Amateur

The AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS has organ-

ized a junior branch of its association for the amateur to be known
as the SOCIETY OF A:MATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS.

FOR MANY YEARS amateurs have been requesting the American

Society of Cinematographers to form an organization for them that would

be representative, authoritative and instructive.

WHILE IT WOULD be easy to form such an organization in the

spirit of enthusiasm that usually accompanies such pleas, but to insure the

continuance of such an association it needs real ideals and a constructive

policy.

THE APPLICANT must own a camera, he must have made motion pic-

tures, and he must submit a picture to the reviewing board which is made up

of members of the American Society of Cinematographers. This does not

mean that the 'amateur is going to be judged by 100",, professional stand-

ards as practically every member on the reviewing board operates either an

8mm or 16mm camera and is familiar with the shortcomings of the ama-
teur’s equipment.

MEMBERSHIP will include a subscription to the “American Cine-

matographer”. It will also include the use of the outstanding films made
by members of the Society of Amateur Cinematographers. As films are

submitted, the best will be duplicated and an analysis prepared by a mem-
ber of the American Society of Cinematographers. This analysis will go

with the picture and the picture will be available to any member of the

Society of Amateur Cinematographers.

WRITE FOR APPLICATION BLANK AND FULL PARTICULARS.

American Society of Cinematographers

6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California



1937
Academy Winner

It is safe to predict that the 1937
winner of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences award for

Photography will haye used a

Mitchell Camera
because more than 95% of the pro-

ductions made the world oyer are

photographed with Mitchells . . .

Good cameramen insist on
Mitchells

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address “MITCAMCO” Phone OXtord 1051

AGENCIES
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY, INC., New York City

BOMBAY RADIO CO., LTD., Bombay, Indio

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Egypt

BELL & HOWELL CO., LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

III


